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The National Defense Mediation Board

obtained agreements in two cases, ap

Review of the Week in Defense

pointed Owen D. Young as special inves

tigator in a third, and received four new
cases.

A renewed drive to spread defense pro

duction among small Industries via sub
contracting was foreshadowed in the
creation of a Division of Contract Distri

bution within the OCBce of Production
Management.

To Floyd B. Odium, the director, was
assigned the tasls, according to a White
House statement, "more effectively to
adjust the dislocations and alleviate un
employment resulting from priorities and
material shortages and bring about maxi
mum use of the nation's factories and

collections 20 percent, chiefly scrap
metals, to insure an adequate supply of
materials for defense plants and to re
lieve shortages facing less essential in
dustries. An industry advisory commit

tee will be set up to direct the drive.
Plans for simplifying the styles of do
mestic refrigerators to conserve strategic
materials needed in defense were con

sidered by a committee of the American
Standards Association and the OPA Con
sumer Division.

As further evidence of the shortage of

★

*

★

Entire September pig iron
production allocated
The entire September production of
pig iron, approximately 4.500.000 tons,
has been allocated to steel mills, iron
foundries, and other users, it was an
nounced September 6 by the Iron and
Steel Branch of the Office of Production

industrial plants, especially the smaller

raw materials, the entire September pro

Management.

ones throughout the nation."

duction of pig iron—4.500,000 tons—was
allocated to steel mills, iron foundries,

Fig Iron was placed under full priority
control in an order dated August 1, is

abolished by the Executive order creating

and other users.

This meant that none

sued by the Priorities Division of OPM.

the Contract Distribution Division, but

was available for the emergency pool set

OPM Director General William S. Knudsen stated that all DCS employees would

up August 1.

This order required, among other things,
that stipulated quantities of pig iron be
set aside each month for an emergency
pool, and that schedules of pig iron ship
ments to customers be approved in ad

The

Defense

Contract

Service

was

be assigned to the new agency until fur

Priority aid to highway!
OPM Priorities Director Nelson also

ther notice.

outlined a broad program of priority aid

ProductioD reacbet new peak
Defense production and spending,
meanwhile, were reaching new peaks.
OPM announced that 1.054 military air

planes were produced in August. This
was a new high and 394 more than the
July output.

Expenditures for defense reached
$1,172,000,000 during the same month, a
preliminary estimate disclosed. This
was an increase of 9.5 percent over July

and brought the total spent since July 1,
1940, to $9,282,000,000.
Following Vice President Wallace's an
nouncement as chairman of the Supply
Priorities and Allocations Board that con

servation has become Increasingly neces
sary due to the shortage of raw materials,
two campaigns were launched by deferxse
agencies.
A national drive to

conserve waste

paper was started by the Waste Paper
Consuming Industries with the endorse

ment of OPA and OPM.

It was to begin

The allocations made during the past

Public Roads Administration and eased

week included the pig iron set aside for
the pool.

the rigid restrictions on distribution of
silk waste.

U. S. SPENDS $1,172,000,000
FOR DEFENSE IN AUGUST
Expenditures by the Federal Govern
ment for national defense in August were

revocation of municipal business licenses

$1,172,000,000, according to a preliminary

in instances of persistent violation of

computation of checks issued by defense
industries and announced September 8

OPA price schedules.
Amendments were made by OPA in

price schedules governing southern pine
lumber and nickel-bearing scrap.

Health Office changed
The unwieldy name of the Office for
Coordination of Health, Welfare, Nutri
tion. and Related Activities was modified

by Executive order to the Office of De

40.000,000.
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LaGuardia said he would recommend

taining price ceilings.

as director.

The

new agency was created within the OEM.
with the Federal Security Administrator

by the Bureau of Research and Statistics.
OPM. A new high for monthly defense
expenditures, this was an increase of 9.5
percent over $1,070,000,000 issued in July.
The August increment brings total de
fense expenditures since July I, 1940,
when accelerated spending for defense
began, to $9,282,000,000.
At the end of August the defense fiscal

program—appropriations, contract au
thorizations, and Reconstruction Finance
Corporation conunitments for defense-

The OPM silk labor committee adopted

The billion-dollar waste materials in

★

ministrator Leon Henderson in main

fense Health and Welfare Services.

dustry was asked by OPM to Increase its

★

OCD Director F. H. LaGuardia, as

president of the United States Confer
ence of Mayors, moved to enlist the sup
port of municipal executives throughout
the country behind efforts of Price Ad

in New York, Chicago, and Milwaukee
and to spread shortly to 30 other cities,
reaching a metropolitan population of

20 percent more icrap asked

vance by the Priorities Division.

to highway construction in a letter to the

amounted to $56,357,000,000.
Government orders

ployment among 175,000 silk Industry
employees.

the total comes to $60,016,000,000.
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turers and business enterprises in mak

Contract Distribution Division created to

ing the necessary changes in their tools
and equipment for effective use in de

marshal every possible plant for defense
President Roosevelt on September 4
created within the Office of Production

Management the Division of Contract
Distribution, in a determined effort to
save small business units by putting them
to work on defense and thus also to mar

shal every possible facility for vitally
needed production.

Ployd B. Odium was appointed direc
tor.

The personnel of OPM's Defense Con
tract Service will be transferred to the
new division, whose functions are de
scribed in the following statement from
the White House:

The President today, after conferring

with Under Secretary of War Patterson,
Under Secretary of the Navy Porrestal,
Mr. William S. Knudsen and Mr. Sidney

Hillman, acting as the Council of the
OPM. and with Rear Admiral Emory S.
Land, chairman of the United States
Maritime Commission, issued an Execu
tive order establishing a new division in
the Office of Production Management.

This division is to be known as the

Division of Contract Distribution and
is to be coordinate with the existing divi
sions—Procurement, Production, Priori
ties, Labor and Civilian Supply.

Designed to help smaller business
The conference was held and the Ex
ecutive order was issued in furtherance

most important functions of OPM.

fense production.
The field offices of the Division of Con-

The

present personnel, records, etc.. of the
Defense Contract Service of OPM will be
transferred to this new division.

Through this Division, the Office of Pro
duction Management will be enabled
more effectively to adjust the dislocations
and alleviate unemployment resulting
from priorities and material shortages,
and bring about maximum use of the na
tion's factories and industrial plants,
especially the smaller ones throughout
the nation. This will be done through
four major steps:

1. The breaking down of laio-

""ers

needed and the machine tools and oper

2. Providing assistance through the

are

needed.

These

"bits

and

pieces" will be labeled as to the quantities
ations required for their production so

Labor Division of OPM in retraining and

that any machine shop owner or manu

obtaining reemployment for workers who
are unemployed as a result of the shuting down of some plants or reduction of

facturer can determine whether his fa

their output.

Sub-contracting arrangements
can
then be entered into on the basis of what

3. The effective distribution of defense
contracts to the smaller business enter

prises, as yet largely unused, through an
expanded use of subcontracting, con
tract distribution, and the pooling of
plant facilities.
4. By providing a staff of Industrial

and production engineers to formulate
and execute specific plans for the conver
sion of nondefense industries and plants
to defense production.
The Division of Contract Distribution
will have branch offices located in the
various States.

mote plans and programs for the pur
chase of supplies for the Army and Navy
in smaller units, but among a greater

The program devised was arrived at In
consultation with representatives of the
Army. Navy, Maritime Commission, and

pieces"—the components needed for de
fense production. These may be parts of
a machine gun or an airplane or tank,
or any one of a thousand other items

in all localities possible.

ness units of the country obtain a fair
share of the defense orders, and to pre

ages.

In the various cities will be established
exhibits or "market places" where there
will be displayed specific parts—"bits and

which

To "formulate and promote"

far as possible, dislocation of
and unemployment of workers
where production has been cur
priorities and material short

"Bits and pieces" to be exhibited

of supplies into smaller units, and spread
ing the purchases among more firms and

of a determined move on the part of the
Administration to help the smaller busi

vent, so
industry
in plants
tailed by

tract Distribution will be adequately
staffed to render needed assistance to
businessmen. Procurement agencies of
the Government will assign representa
tives to the main office and field offices,
as required, for purposes of liaison.

The Division will formulate and pro

number of firms and in as many different
localities as possible. It will also formu
late and develop programs for the con
version of plants and industries from
civilian to defense production—with the
assistance of the Government wherever
necessary. It will formulate the organ

cilities are capable of producing such
items.

an individual sees he is capable of doing,
receiving then and there the expert In
dustrial and engineering judgment of
those whose assistance he may desire.
The Division of Contract Distribution

will also provide through the regular
commercial banking channels, the Re
construction Finance Corporation, in
cluding the Defense Supplies Corpora
tion and the Defense Plant Corporation,
and the Federal Reserve Banks and their

branches, the necessary financing facil
ities for local industrial production asso
ciations, prime contractors and subcontractoi-s, and will recommend whenever
necessary such additional financial pro
cedures and machinery as may be re
quired to obtain the maximum utUization
of existing plant and tool facilities for
defense purposes.

The twofold purpose
The Director of the Division is to ap
point two advisory committees, one to
consist of representatives of small busi
ness organizations; the other, to consist

OPM and has the full support of these
agencies.

ization and use of local industrial defense

of industrial, management and produc

production associations, and will promote

tion engineers.

The Labor Division and the Defense

and stimulate farming out of defense

It is intended, on the one hand, to face
the responsibility of alleviating the hard

Contract Service of OPM have already

work

and

done a great deal in starting the ma
chinery of subcontracting and in retrain
ing and obtaining reemployment for dis
charged workers. The program is now
to be greatly expanded throughout each
part of the United States, as one of the

feasible.

sub-contracting,

wherever

ships which have resulted from the de

The Division of Contract Distribution

fense program and. on the other, to

will provide an Industrial engineering
staff whose responsibility it will be to

marshal our productive capacities to the

objective that no plant or tool which can

obtain the maximum use of existing fa

be used for defense shall be allowed to

cilities and tools by assisting manufac

remain idle.
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There is not enough of materials to

Q. It is this Board's job, is it not, sir,

next sentence indicates. You see, we got
the power of priority. We just take It
into account when that Industry comes
up for next priority.
Q. Maybe you won't want that Industry
to have priorities.

take care of a realistic all-out defense

to take over the functions wtiich have

Mr. Wallace. That is exactly the point.

program and keep every industry alive,

previously been performed Jointly and
separately by OPM and OPACS on such

Lack of materials "bound" to close some

industries, SPAB executive tells press
Donald M. Nelson, executive director of

the new Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board, told reporters in a press confer
ence September 2.
He promised the
Board would have "some real information

questions as, let us say
Mr. Wallace. Not its functions; not its

administrative functions; the policy func
tions: the policy decisions.

on that subject." Vice President Wallace,
chairman of the Board, suggested a

some extreme cases of that sort.

"NONE BUT THE FREE

tail the matter of civilian sacrifice.

The September 2 conference, which

followed the Board's first meeting, began
with a discussion of the policy statement
just issued by the new organization.
Mr. Wallace read the statement aloud
and discussed the significance of the final

phrase: ". . . In that spirit which holds
that none but the free are strong and
none but the strong can be free."
Excerpts:

ARE STRONG"

must be employed on defense or essential
uses.

What is essential?
Mr. Wallace. Every man and machine

which can be used effectively must be
employed either on direct defense re
quirements or at work essential to the

referred to by Vice President Wallace as
reported on this page, formed the con

cluding phrase of the Supply Priorities
and Allocations Board's September 2
statement. Lack of space forced omis
sion of the passage containing this phrase
when the statement was printed in the
September 3 issue of Defense.
omitted portion reads as follows:

The

Mr. Nelson. I don't know of any of
I haven't
seen any of them. There may be. If
they do why we will have to find ways
of meeting them.

Mr. Wallace. Of course, if you get des
perately short in some particular raw
material, you might.
Mr. Nelson. Definitely you are. Our
motto is first things first.
Q. Do you intend to make up a list of
less essential industries? Or Indicate
what they are?

Mr. Wallace. I don't think we will is

THE BOARD believes that if the public
knows why it must forego certain com

forts; why it must give rather than get;
why, in substance, the fat must go and
the muscles be strengthened, the coop
eration vital to success will be had in full
measure.

THUS, in an hour whea free men must
unite to defend their freedom, we shall
move forward in that spirit which holds
that none but the free are strong and
none but the strong can be free.

civilian economy. Well, newspapers are
essential if that is what you want.
Q. There are many other industries at
the moment booming. Does that mean
they will be immediately shut down or

nondefense Industries where the goal is

converted?

to conserve materials for defense?

Mr. Wallace. Well, I don't know what
you have in mind, I am sure.

those agencies really has the power to do

Q. Well, we got a favorite around this

I would

those at the present time.

The words ". . . in that spirit which
holds that none but the free are strong
and none but the strong can be free,"

Q. Mr. Vice President, the very first
paragraph, it seems to me, there was a
sweeping statement made that all men

Q. I was thinking about supplies that
might be too much even to wait for the
next priority.
Mr. Wallace. Well, there might be

say that is rather doubtful.

press conference soon to consider in de

The policy statement

"First things first"

sue any such list, no.

Q. Could you give what might be con
sidered as essential?
Mr. Wallace. No.

No "blank-out" list seen in OPM
Q. Mr. Vice President, while we are on
that subject, the New York Times carried
a story this morning quoting this fellow
Churney saying that the OPM had listed
40 industries which were to be blanked

out as nonessential. Do you know any
thing about that?

Mr. Nelson. Never heard anything
Q. Decisions as to production rates of

Mr. Wallace. Yes, because no one of
it by itself.

about it.

Q. Weil, this was a front page story.
It was a front page story in the JVeso
York Times this morning. He addressed
some institute or gave a report. He
didn't list the concerns but he said there
were forty industries which OPM had
secretly listed as due to be blanked out.
Mr. Nelson. I have never seen any such

building, Mr. Vice President. We always

The power of priority

talk about automobiles when we taik
about industries which are booming and
not producing for defense. Of course

ment) Mr. Vice President, you speak of

list. Now the Office of Civilian Supply,

materials which may be hoarded into the
cellars and attics of industries and it will

as you know, has rated certain industries.

Taking the case of plastics, they have

be

listed three different groupings in which

the OPM

Mr. Wallace. Let us take it this way:
That, generally speaking, unless some
thing else comes into the picture, in the
case of goods in a semiluxury class we
would look askance on increased per cap
ita con.suniption above that which took
place, shall we say, in 1937, 1938.1939.

Q. (Referring to the Board's state

routed

out

for

use

where

most

needed—that means for the first time,

then, the OPM is going to go out and grab
these inventories?

Mr. Wallace. You will notice the next

sentence indicates—It doesn't necessarily
mean we go out and grab because the

plastics shall be used as available. Now,
of course, those will guide.
Q. They didn't say OPACS.

It said

OPM.

Mr. Nelson. I have never seen any In
OPM.

★
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Q. Could you give us some indication
as to what this conservation program
wlU include?

Will it be a reduction in
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Mr. Wallace: No, I do not.

Defense grows, so does need
Mr. Wallace: Improving all tlie time.
I think it has shown extraordinary im

the number of designs, models, and shapes

provement.

of materials or will it—

extraordinary increases.

Mr. Wallace. It will be that kind of
thing.

Q. Yes, and in spite of the improve
ments do you think it is in as bad a shape
as has been pictured?

Q. Would it include the pick-up cam
paign—scrap materials?
Mr. Wallace. It is possible.

Also, the needs have shown

Mr.

Nelson. Not

Floyd B. Odium, Director of the

standardization

of

models—simplification of models and
plus—I think it is a very important point.
For instance, in the granting of a priority,
we want to be certain that that is abso

lutely essential.

It may be necessary to

reduce the number of models or to reduce

the amount of certain essential materials

in that particulai thing before granting
a priority.

Q. You mention here a realistic all-out
defense program. The inference there is
we have been thinking in terms of an
unrealistic program?

Mr. Wallace. Well, the world situation
has been such that we have been forced

to become realistic right along. We still
haven't reached that.

Q. Is the general public aware in any
degree of how much it is going to have to

sacrifice?

Can you give any idea?

You

mention there about informing the public.
Mr. Wallace. I think we may have a

little press

conference, you know,

in

which that might be gone into in some
detail. As a matter of fact, I suggest to

Mr. Nelson that very subject would be
well worth going into in great detail some

time during the next 3 weeks.
Q. At your convenience we would be
very glad to get into that.

Mr. Wallace. It is

a

very complex

thing.

arrive at an over-all answer on that.

The over-all answer is that you can't

expect to have greater civilian consump

tion per capita now than you had for the
same job before defense. In certain lines
you may have to have greater civilian

consumption of a particxUar commodity
because the war effort has cut off civilian

consumption from another capacity that

backs up on this commodity.

So you

can't state it in mathematical materials
for all commodities.

Q, Starting this new set-up, Mr. Vice
Piesident, how do you feel—in what

shape do you feel the defense program is
in at tlie moment?

Q. He spoke again last night, though.
Q. Your statement of over-all that you
can't expect to have greater consump
do a good job in defense implies that our
problem is not in curbing business as
usual but that business is better than

tion,

usual?

0PM,

issued

a

statement

September 5 which read, in part:
The statement from the White

House concerning the new Division
of Contract Distribution in OPM

seems both clear and complete.

In a nutshell, its work will be to
accelerate defense production to

the maximum through spreading
contracts more widely among the
smaller businesses throughout the
nation.

*

•

Can't have business as it used to be
Mr. Wallace. Don't you think that Is
an applicable statement?
Mr. Nelson. No, sir, because I don't
think you can have business as it used to
be in many of these things.

We don't

have enough of it.

Q. I was suggesting that a lot of busi
ness is going better than usual.

•

Higher cost producers have their

Mr. Wallace.

It is—it may be.

Some

place in the present all-out effort,

of them have gone a lot better than

just as the large factory uses its less

usual.

efficient machines or a public util

Q.

ity

Mr. Wallace,

system

pulls

on

its

old

or

stand-by equipment to tide over
peak loads.
The increased unit
cost for a period is small compared
with the alternate cost, delays, and

That is what I was asking.
You have greater pay

rolls, you have greater profits, you have
greater farm income. Even taking into
account the increase in cost of living, it

has greater purchasing power. The aver

age pay roll, the average income of the

net results.

There are sure to be dislocations

in some industries catering to less

farmer, the profit of the businessman
has greater purchasing power on the

essential civilian uses because of

average, and there might be exceptions

shortages of raw materials, and

to that.

their

allocations

and

priorities.

and Investors should be minimized

Some businesses must close
Q. On account of priorities are there

by speedy conversion of such plants

any businesses that will have to close up?

Such disruption for both employes

to defense production.

Mr. Wallace.

Success of the efforts can only
tie measured by comparative re

Q. Mr. Vice President—
Mr. Wallace: It is rather simple to

authorities than myself.

new Division of Contract Distribu

Do you know of any,

Mr. Nelson?

Perfection is too much to

Ml'. Nelson. There may be, easily. If
materials aren't enough to go around.

expect.
For example, a pessi
mistic air pilot considers his fuel

We are just going to have to face It on

tank partly empty; the optimistic
pilot considers It partly full. The
idea Is to keep the reservoir of re

picture, and there will be some.

sults of this Ihvision

out defense program we are undertaking

sults.

The over-all sacrifice

has been answered adequately by higher

tion than we had in peacetime and still

ODLUM'S STATEMENT

Conservation as a requisite to priority

Q. Do you think it is in as l>ad a con
dition as Senator Byrd has pictured?
Mr. Wallace: I think Senator Byrd

Mr. Nelson. It will.

Q. Standardization of models?

I think it

Is in far better shape.

as full

as

possible.
Military and naval services and
maritime authorities have pledged

the cooperation essential to suc
cess. With this help and the as
sured cooperation of the other divi

sions of OPM, we are equipped with
good tools to intensify the effort.
The Division plans to use the ex
pert abilities of Industrial and
plant management engineers.

the less essential industries as I see the

There

are bound to be some. There isn't enough
materials to take care of a realistic all-

and keep every industry alive.

It isn't

possible—not that we want to put them
out of business. There just isn't enough.
It will have to be distributed where it is

going to do the country the most good.
Q. Tell us what those industries are.
Mr. Nelson. If you will let us get that
up adequately.
Now, mind you, the
Board has been in operation only three

days and two of those were holidays. We
will have some real information on that
subject.

★
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Motortruck, trailer, and public carrier

Since the total demand is greater than
the supply, the quantities which are

★
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PRIORITIES...
makers granted A-3 rating on materials
To facilitate production of heavy mo

tortrucks, medium trucks, truck trailers,
and passenger carriers vitally needed for
defense, the Priorities Division August 30

material as he can absorb in his produc
tion facilities.

available must be diverted to the most

essential uses, even though this requires
dislocations in other channels, so that
the defense program may be fully imple
mented by an adequate transportation

(2) Medium trucks.—A producer of

system.

issued a blanket order which will aid

medium trucks may use the rating to get
material for all defense orders and also

manufacturers to obtain scarce materials

to fill civilian orders during the three

It is estimated that of all the 4.500,000

quickly.

months' period September l-November
30 at the rate of one-half of his produc

trucks on the Nation's highways today,

tion during the first half of the year.

defense goods.

This is a further step in the program
for the automotive industry announced

recently by Director General Knudsen
and Associate Director General Hillman,

OPM, and by Administrator Henderson
of the OfBce of Price Administration.

The assistance being extended to truck
manufacturers is based on indications

that

1,189,000

trucks,

approximately

200,000 more than the output during
the model year ended July 31, will be re

quired during the new model year that
began August 1.

A preference rating of A-3—the same
as that assigned for freight cars—is as
signed under the order to deliveries of
scarce materials required for the produc

tion of heavy motortrucks (3 tons or
over), medium motortrucks (1% tons or
over), truck trailers (5 tons or over),
public passenger carriers (motor or elec
tric coaches with not less than 15 seats)

and essential replacement parts for all
these vehicles.

Insures rapid transit of heavy materials

This means, in effect, that the producer
may manufacture all defense trucks
necessary and may continue to produce
civilian trucks at his going rating dur
ing the first half of 1941.
(3)

Truck trailers.—Producers of

truck trailers may also use the A-3 rating
for all defense work and for continued

production of trailers at the going rate
during the first half of the year.

(4) Public passenger carriers.—Pro
ducers of these carriers may also use the
rating to produce all defense orders and

to produce civilian carriers at the going
rate during the first half of the year.
(5) Replacement parts.—No limitation

is placed on the production of replace
ment parts.

(6) No limitation is placed on the pro
duction of bodies or cabs for the heavy
or medium trucks, the truck trailers or

close to a quarter are engaged in he "
In the first six months of this year, it
has been estimated that nearly 22 percent
of all production in motor truck plants
was for military purposes, and 14 percent

additional was for civilian projects spe
cifically connected with defense.
About 2,650,000 of the trucks on the
road are heavy or medium trucks. These
trucks in the heavy and medium cate

gories are the ones now doing the largest
share of defense hauling, keeping the
steady stream of materials, parts, goods
and supplies flowing.
Ti'ansportation forms the one continu
ous link in the production of defense

material. A piece of armament may be
assembled in one plant but the materials
and parts flowing Into it have been pro
duced in dozens of different places, and
the completed products must be distrib
uted to many defense areas.

passenger carriers.

With de

fense production moving Into high gear,

Heavy trucks most favored

with new demands being made on rail

The net effect of the order will be to

The plan is designed to make sure that,
as the defense effort goes forward, there

One-fourth of all trucks

road capacity,

the

demand

for

truck

the present peak rate and to facilitate

transportation is growing larger every
day and more truck capacity is being

are ample facilities for the rapid trans

production of other trucks covered by the

diverted to defense uses.

portation of heavy Industrial and arma
ment materials required by the armed
forces and by defense industries.

order at the going rate. Although the
order places limitations on the production
of medium trucks, truck trailers and pas
senger carriers, it will permit continued
production of these items at a rate higher

Each producer of the items specified
who is granted the use of the rating—
and each must apply for its use indivi
dually—will be permitted to extend the

expedite production of heavy trucks at

than would be the case if the rating were
not to be used to obtain materials.

rating to his supplier by serving ofBcial

Since part of the available supply of

copies of the order on these suppliers.

the materials involved will be diverted to

The suppliers may extend the same rat

these essential uses, the supply will

ing to their own suppliers in the same

be even tighter for the production of cer
tain light trucks and ordinary passenger

manner.

Truck owners replying to a recent ques
tionnaire from a trade association said

that from 10 to 50 percent of ordinary
inter-clty shipments represented defense
goods in transit, and some truckers said

that as much as 85 percent of their op
erations represented defense activity.

Production has been handicapped
Steel mills, manufacturers of heavy
machines, meat packers, ordnance firms,
mining companies and many others
working on defense are using trucks In

Tlie way in which the order will affect
each class of production may be indi

cars. Production of ordinary passenger
cars has already been curtailed 26
per
cent for the period August^-SeptemberOctober-November. under the quota plan

cated as follows:

recently announced.

(1) Heavy trucks.—No limitation will
be placed on the production of heavy
trucks, and a producer of these trucks

This step—increasing truck production
and decreasing less essential automotive

trucks and trailers has been handicapped

production—is necessary to
critical materials for defense.

Seventeen of twenty manufacturers of
truck trailers recently reported that

How order affects productioD

may use the A-3 rating to obtain such

conserve

increasing quantities to handle defense
work.

Because of the Increasing shortages of
certain critical metals, production of
recently.

★
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were made available.

The new order Implements the Motor
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Priorities granted to favored roads
to aid development of strategic network

truck and Public Passenger Carrier De
fense Products Limitation and Rating
Plan.

May apply A-3 rating to all orders
It

is

designed

so

that

producers

A broad program of assistance to
highway construction has been outlined

of substandard roads, and grade separation
structures, A-7; c. Shoulder widening and
minor drainage structures, A-10; d. All other

in a letter of intent addressed by the
Priorities Division, OPM. to Commis
sioner Thomas H. MacDonald, Public

work, B-3.

granted the use of the plan may use the
one rating, A-3, to appjy to all their

Roads Administration.

orders for scarce materials.

ties Division stands ready to facilitate

nates a

This elimi

lot of paper work because it

eliminates the necessity for each pro

ducer making separate applications for
each and every delivery order with which
he is having trouble.

Moreover, since the producers covered
have a high defense rating, their orders
will come ahead of nondefense orders or

orders with lower ratings.

It is an optional plan and producers
are not supposed to use it if they can
obtain scarce materials through ordinary
channels.
★

*

The letter made clear that the Priori

the acquisition of material and supplies
for the development of a strategic net
work of highways approved by the War
Department in coiiformity with a mas
ter plan. Other classes of roads, speci
fied in the letter, also will be given prior
By distributing copies of the letter to
prospective contractors and suppliers, at
the time of letting contracts, the Public
Roads

Administration

and

the

State

highway departments will indicate the
preference ratings available for the sev
eral types of construction to be expedited.

Three chemicals added to those

under full priority control
Three more chemicals were added to

the list of those placed under full pri
ority control by new orders of the Priori

ties Division, OPM.
The new chemicals to be distributed
in accordance with defense needs are

tricresyl and triphenyl phosphates: phe
nols, and phosphorus oxychloride. The
orders covering them are designed to
conserve supplies, and direct their distri

If priority assistance is required in or
der to obtain deliveries of materials,

supplies and equipment on schedule, an
application should be made by the State
highway department concerned, through
the Public Roads Administration, to the

Project Section, Division of Priorities,
OPM, for the Issuance of a preference
rating order. If the circumstances war
rant, the Director of Pi-iorities will issue
a preference rating order.

Six classes of favored roads listed

bution into essential products.

Six classes of favored roads, and the

A-10 rating assigned to orders

preference ratings to be granted, are

The A-10 rating is assigned to all de
fense orders for these chemicals, unless

a higher rating is specifically granted.
Defense orders must be accepted by pro
ducers in accordance with the provisions
of General Regulation No. 1, issued by
the Priorities Division on August 27,
1941.

All three of the chemicals covered by

the new orders are employed directly or
indirectly in the production of degaus
This cable ia

used by ships and provides protection
from magnetic mines.
tory priority control are;
formaldebyde;

paraform&lde-

hyde; hexamethyleDetetramine; chlorinated

hydrocarbon refrigerants; ethyl alcohol, and
related compounds; methyl alcohol; potas
sium perchlorate; potassium pemanganate;
toluene.

1. Access Roads;

Na

roads and grade separation structures, A-10|

б. Projects for the Construction or
Improvement

of

the

Inter-American

Highway, A-3.
6. Construction or the Trans-Isth

mian Highway and the Chorrera-Rio

Hato Highway in Panama, A-l-b.
★

★

★

Foundry equipment makers
get limited blanket ratings
To assist manufacturers of foundry
equipment and repair parts in obtaining
scarce

materials

essential

to

their operations. Priorities Director Nel
son issued September 6 a limited blanket
rating order assigning the high defense
ratings of A-l-b and A-l-c to the ac
quisition of six listed items.
The six items are castings and forg-

ings; sheets, bars, shapes, plates, and
tubing (ferrous, nonferrous and nonmetallic) : electrical equipment and ac
cessories :

mechanical

equipment

and

accessories; cutting tools, including ce
mented carbides; and maintenance and
shop supplies (restricted to items neces
sary for proper operation and main
tenance of manufacturing equipment and
facilities).

The A-l-b rating is assigned to deliver
ies of these materials to makers of mold
ing and core machines; blast cleaning

Preference Rating of the Access Road Project

equipment; dust arresters; sand prepar
ing and handling equipment; and brl-

shall correspond to the rating of the military

quettlng equipment.

a. To Military and Naval Establishments.
end naval establishment served; that Is, a
naval air station or army air base will have a

rating of A-l-e, and an army cantonment

other than air corps would have a rating of
A-1-3.
b. To Defense Manufacturing Establish
ments. Preference rating of the Access Road

Project shall correspond to the rating of the
defense establishment served, except that the
highest rating which can be assigned is

Manufactui-ers producing melting fur

naces. blowers, ladles, tumbling mills,
shakeout equipment, and mold and core
ovens, are granted the assistance of the
A-l-c rating In securing the listed
materials.

These ratings may be extended as far
as is necessary to assure ultimate deliv

2. Strategic Network of Highways;

a. All bridges, tunnels, structures, and ap

Other chemicals now under manda
Chlorine;

listed in the letter as follows:

and

c. All other work, B-3.

certain

How to obtain priority assistance

Secondary

а. Bridges and approaches, A-7; b. New
roads or the Improvement of substandard

ity preferences.

*

sing cables for the Navy.

4. Pederal-Aid

tional Park and Forest Projects:

proaches, A-2; b. New roads or the improve
ment of substandard roads and grade sepa
ration struct\ir.es, A-4; c. Shoulder widening
imd minor drainage structures, A-10; d. All
other work, B-3.
3. Federal-Aid System:

a. All bridges, tutmels, structures and ap
proaches. A-3; b. Nev; roads or Improvement

ery of the required materials

to the

manufacturer,

A manufactxirer receiving the assist

ance of these priority ratings may fill
only defense orders for the products thus
expedited, or such other orders as the
Director of Priorities may direct him to
meet.
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Control of tungsten in all forms
expanded and strengthened by new order
A new general preference order and a
civilian allocation program

the

distribution

of

regulating

tungsten—vitally

months ending June 20, 1941.

This is In

accordance with the civilian allocation
program.

A-9 rating on steel
deliveries granted warehouses,
within quota
steel warehouses, which constitute the
normal source of supply for small civilian

Produced both in this country and in
the Far East, tungsten has been used
widely in both civilian and defense chan
nels, its major use being in the produc

orders of steel and are also Important
cogs in the defense machinery, on Sep

for resale in an order signed by Priorities

The new order, however, expands and

tion of cutting tools. Shipping difBculties have threatened the 1941 supply of
tungsten, and available data indicate
that there will not be enough to meet

strengthens the control and applies to

all needs.

producer.

tungsten in all forms—ores, concen
trates, ferro-tungsten, tungsten metal

Order restricts inventories

prefei-ence rating of A-9 will be assigned
to deliveries of steel within the quota.

powder, chemical compounds of tung
sten and scrap or secondary material
containing commercially recoverable

ing the supply of tungsten, the new order

tungsten.

excessive inventories.

the Priorities Division on or before Sep
tember 15 a report on form PD-83-a, set
ting forth deliveries made during the first

son in amounts which would increase

quarter of 1941 of steel from stocks
owned and on consignment. Copies of

needed for the manufacture of high

speed cutting tools used In defense
plants—were issued September 2 by the
Division of Priorities and the Division

of Civilian Supply.

An order covering some forms of tung
sten was originally issued March 26.

Main changes in control
Main

changes

made

>
in

the control

include:

(1) Ores and concentrates, not cov
ered in the previous order, are covered
In the new regulation.

(2) Producers of tungsten in all forms
are required to accept defense orders.

(3) An allocation system is set up to
regulate distribution of ferro-tungsten,
tungsten metal powder and tungsten
chemicals going into metal powder.
(4) Processors of tungsten in chem

ical form, other than those forms going
into tungsten metal powder, are gen
erally limited in their processing or pur
chasing to 90 percent of amounts pro
cessed or purchased during the twelve

Because of the necessity for conserv

contains restrictions against building up
It is provided that
tungsten shall not be shipped to any par

Director to determine allocation

Director to determine delivery quotas

authority of the Director of Priorities.

Prom these reports, the Director of
Priorities will determine what percentage
of first-quarter sales should be set as the
quota for delivery to the warehouse dur
ing the last quarter of 1941. On or before
October 5, he will notify each warehouse
what its quota is to be. Quotas estab
lished for the last quarter of this year
will remain in effect for each subsequent

During each calendar month the director

quarter until further notice.

Provisions in the order for direct allo

cation of tungsten materials apply only

to ferro-tungsten, tungsten metal pow
der and tungsten chemical compounds
to go into metal powder. The order pro
vides that, beginning September 1. 1941,
no person shall make delivery of these
forms of tungsten without the specific

will determine the allocation of avail

able supplies among competing con
sumers.

distribution of silk waste, silk noils, and

sor Is requii'ed to keep accurate records

garnetted or reclaimed silk fiber.

of the number of pounds of silk waste
partially processed under the terms of

poses of filling a defense order. This re
striction has been lifted to the extent of

All steel warehouses should file with

this reporting form are being mailed to

permitting partial processing by dressing
and spreading, but the prohibition of
further processing remains in effect, un
less to fill defense orders. Each proces

fiber was prohibited, except for the pur

When this has been done, a

approximately 3,000 warehouses.

Donald M, Nelson, Director of Prior
ities, Issued September 6 an amendment
to general preference order M-26. issued
on August 8. 1941, which affected the

thorized by the Priorities Director. The
amendment removes this restriction.
The second important change author
ized in the amendment has to do with
processing. Heretofore the processing of
silk waste, silk noils, or reclaimed silk

A quota is to be established for each

warehouse buying steel directly from a

unnecessary level.

silk waste, noils, reclaimed fiber

of these materials, unless specifically au

Director Nelson.

that person's inventory of tungsten to an

Delivery, partial processing permitted for

The original order prohibited deliveries

tember 4 were given the benefit of prior
ity treatment in obtaining stocks of steel

the amendment.

It was found that the rigid restrictions

on deliveries of silk waste were defeating
the intent of the original order by freez
ing the materials in unusable form. By
removing these restrictions the amend

ment permits graders to purchase and

sort the various forms of waste, and
resell them to mills for the preliminary
processing now permitted.

The order permits xmtil October 5 de

liveries to a warehouse of all types of
steel under the A-9 rating to the extent
of one-third of its receipts from mills of
such types of steel during the first quar
ter of 1941.

Warehouse deliveries limited
Deliveries of steel from warehouses are
limited by the terms of the order. Ex

cept for small sales. In amounts specified
in the order, warehouses may not make
deliveries of alloy steel for any but de
fense orders. Orders for carbon steel for
nondefense purposes may be filled after
provision has been made to care for pres
ent and anticipated defense orders.

Exemptions from these requirements
permit monthly deliveries of alloy steel
on small nondefense orders up to 10% of
the average monthly deliveries of such
material during the first quarter of 1941.
Small orders, as defined in the order,
are for materials in the following
amounts: Alloy tool steel, 50 pounds per
Item; stainless steel, 50 pounds per item;
other alloy steel, 300 pounds per order.
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PRODUCTION...
20-percent rise in scrap collection asked
of dealers; committee being formed

organization of a Nation-wide scrap col
lection campaignDirector General Knudsen, OPM, em-

r^asized the place of the scrap dealers
in accumulation of waste and secondary

The OPM September 3 called upon the

said that it is essential to collect all waste

billion-dollar waste materials industry to

possible, and asked the cooperation of the

increase Its collections by 20 percent to

Insure adequate supply for defense plants
and to relieve shortages facing less essen
tial Industries.

The request was made at a meeting
called by the Office of Production Man
agement to receive nominations from
waste dealers for an industry advisory
committee soon to be named to work
with defense ofBcials on plans to increase

the supply of available waste materials.
Approximately 80 representatives of the
industry were present at the meeting.

dealers in formation of the Industrial
advisory committee.
The committee, McConnell declared,
will be selected to represent small, me
dium-sized and large dealers, and also

program.

to be geographically representative of the
whole industry. Three men from each of
these divisions of the Industry will sit on
the committee: cotton rags, Iron and
steel scrap, nonferrous metals scrap,
scrap rubber, paper wastes, and woolen

will come from

Paul C. Cabot, deputy chief of conser

Asked to maiDtain stable price level
Leon Henderson, administrator, Office
of the Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board, told the dealers that "lying in junk

vation, Division of Purchases, OPM, who
presided, made the request for a 20-per-

yards at the present time are some of the
most precious materials needed In the

cent increase in scrap collection.

defense program, which are not waste
products at all. but which are known as

Point

ing to problems involved in procui-ement
of a sufficient supply of raw materials
immediately needed for defense, Mr.
Cabot told the dealers that their role "is
a most vital one, because you are respon
sible for such an important portion of
our entire supply of these metals and ma
terials—the most essential requirement
of our Nation's defense machinery."

Committee to advise on effective steps
The advisory committee, Mr. Cabot de

qiured to keep production of defense
goods at as high a point as possible.
He appealed for cooperation in main
tenance of a stable price level, and said

that in the event a price schedule became
necessary, those deviating from it would
be held "to strict accountability."
Mr. Henderson also urged increased

collection of scrap in the Interest of
curtailing as much as possible unem

its normal channels of trade to advise

from insufficient raw materials to meet

those of us in Government as to the

defense needs and at the same time re

programs and policies that will be effec

quirements

tive in increasing materially the amount
of current scrap metals and other waste
materials reclaimed annually." He cited

civilian goods.

materials in various forms prevalent on
almost every farm and in almost every

attic and basement or barn throughout
the country" as sources of supplies that
must be tapped to achieve the desired
increase in scrap collection.
Robert E. McConnell, chief of the Con
servation Section, OPM. told the dealers

that there is an insufficient supply of all
materials that go through waste and sal
vage collectors' hands. Declaring that

"we are the world's greatest wasters," he

It is estimated that this year about
25 percent of all new steel produced
reclaimed steel scrap.

Thirty-four percent of the anticipated
copper supply is expected to be made
available from copper scrap, while 29
percent of the tin production will be
accounted for by the use of reclaimed

production, and 16 percent of all rubber
production are expected to be repre
sented by scrap reclamation. These
figures represent the amount recover
able under normal conditions, and it is
hoped that the percentages will be even
higher as a result of Govemment-industry cooperation to stimulate collections.

ployment in civilian industries resulting

of

plants

manufacturing

R. C. Alien, Iron and Steel Section,

OPM, said the need for scrap steel and
scrap iron has become extremely press
ing. He said that 54,000,000 tons of pig
Iron are now produced annually, while
steel production Is expected to attain
82,000,000 tons. The difference, he
said, will have to be made up largely
from scrap accumulation, and he re

vealed that in the next 2 years the prob

★

*

waste." He said that a steady and in
creased supply of these materials is re-

clared, will "set up a piece of machinery
that will enable your industry through

scrapped automobiles and the "unused
and discarded metals and other waste

25 percent of aew steel from scrap

metal. Twenty-two percent of the
aluminum production, 20 percent of lead

rags.

of Price Administration, and a member

20-perceDt increase sought

materials, and asked their full coopera
tion in attaining success in the defense

★

Auto scrap drive extended to
Michigan, Wi&consin, Minnesota
A campaign to increase the scrapping

of worn-out automobiles and thus pro
vide

additional

scrap

iron

and

steel

needed urgently for defense production
will be extended this week to Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota, the OPM an

nounced September 6.
The campaign is already under way in
Ohio, New England, Illinois, Missouri,
and Kansas.

Three meetings scheduled
Government officials will meet in the

following

places

with

the

following

groups:

Ijansing, Mich.—Hotel Olds, Wednes
day, September 10, with automobile
wreckers and scrap dealers from the
State of Michigan.

Milwaukee—Hotel Pfister,

Thursday,

lem will become even more acute as

September 11, with automobile wreckers
and scrap dealers from the State of Wis

additional blast furnaces now being con

consin.

structed are put into operation.

Minneapolis. Minn.—At a hotel as yet
undesignated, on Friday, September 12,

"The scrap necessary to meet this in
creased steel production is in the coun
try," Mr. Allen declared. He urged the

with

automobile

wreckers

and

scrap

dealers from the State of Minnesota.

★
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TRANSPORTATION...
7. 1941, they reported 29,325 empty tank

Available tank cars could deliver 200,

cars idle and uncalled for for a period of

barrels of oil daily to East, Budd believes
Information at hand indicates avail
able tank cars could deliver about 200,000
barrels of oil daily to the East, Transpor
tation Commissioner Budd, OEM, said

on September 4. His statement was made
before the Special Committee of the Sen
ate Investigating the Petroleum Short
age. Admitting that he found it "di£Bcult to raise objection" to building pipe

lines, he nevertheless raised the point
that shortages of raw materials necessary

in pipe line construction already threat
ened to cut railroad car building 100,000
below the number considered necessary

for defense. Therefore, he said, "to the
extent that they are available, it clearly
seems best to use tank cars now."
Excerpts from Mr. Budd's testimony
follow:

One of the immediate questions is
whether to build pipe lines to take the
place of tankers.

My concern is in having the most efBcient transportation, and also in having
an ample amount of it. . . . To the ex
tent that they are available. It clearly
seems best to use tank cars now.

I find It difficult to raise objection to

building more transportation facilities,
especially anything so efficient as a pipe
line. If we had one from Texas to the
Eastern Seaboard now, it would be a

great comfort. Having said this, I want
to discuss with your committee what ef
fect the building of such a pifJe line at
this time might have upon the continued
adequacy of essential transportation for
defense. The supply of raw materials,
as well as of finished products, has be
come critical.

Even now. and for some

1940, having in mind the increasing traf
fic, but without data on defense needs,
I recommended that the ownership
should be built up to 1,700,000 as soon as
possible. Owing to inability to obtain
material for carrying out this carbuilding program, I regret to say that on Oc
tober 1, 1941, the program will fall short
by about 20,000 cars.
On May 1, 1941, based upon data of
defense needs, plans were made to bring
the total railroad ownership to 1,800,000
cars by October 1, 1942.

large

additional

It seems to verify, and

is verified by, the information which Mr,
Pelley presented to your committee
yesterday, as well as the conclusions
based on the survey we recently made.

200,000 barrels possible daily
Last year in response to my request, the
Association of American Railroads pre

pared a study of possible petroleum
movement by rail. This study indicated
that 200,000 barrels could be handled
Texas to

the

Eastern

Seaboard

anticipated traffic. That lag means that
the proposed expansion to 1,800,000 cars

so now. Assuming, of course, that ma
terial for locomotive maintenance and

by October 1. 1942, will fall 100,000 short
unless some way is found immediately to
supply more steel, Iron, lumber, and other

repairs is made available, I believe that
they could continue to perform this added

essential material to the railroads and to
the car builders.

service in the future.

All of the considerations which I have
stated lead me to believe that it would

be physically practicable for the railways
Tank cars can handle additional volume
Considering now the railroads' capacity
for handling more oil and gasoline:
It appears from surveys that we have
made that it would have been physically
possible to put more than 20,000 tank cars
into other service and still have handled

the July 1941 business.

Mr. Pelley explained on yesterday that
the Association of American Railroads

made a survey of the tank car situation
In September 1940.

The owners and

lessees of such cars advised at that time

that they had a total of 20,000 surplus

An independent check was made by 411
railroads, at my request, and as of August

additional traffic.

transportation, namely waterways, air

There are more miles of

volume of traffic.

uled rate set up to meet the needs of

The car building program is now being
carried on at about one-half the sched

Railways carry % of total traffic

of the Nation.

cars could handle a

daily. At that time, assurance was
given to me that the railroads would have
no difficulty in handling the cars. Mr.
Pelley stated yesterday that they can do

cars which could be used for other or

ways, highways, and pipe lines, the rail
ways carry two-thirds of the total traffic

This so-called spot check indicates
quite conclusively that the existing tank

from

Lag in program

time past the program for future de
fense transportation has been hampered.

While there are four other forms of

24 houi's or longer.

TANK CAR USE PLEDGED
The Office of the Petroleum Coordi

to deliver 1,000 carloads of oil a day to
the Eastern Coast. Since the cars aver

age about 200 barrels each, that would be
about 200,000 barrels a day.

Shifts bring more oil to East
The many shifts and adjustments of
oil traffic from its normal channels which

are now being made voluntarily by the
petroleum interests are resulting in the

bringing of some more oil to the East.
They are making more use of pipe lines
and tank cars, as was indicated by the
reports of the Standard Oil Company,
the Texas Company, and others, which
Mr. Davies presented to you last week.
For example, the Atlantic Refining Com
pany reported as follows:
"Negotiations were concluded on Mon
day of this week whereby this company
will commence within one week the ship
ment of crude oil from Benton, Illinois, to

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which will
shortly utilize 600 tank cars and move

pipe lines, more highway trucks, and

nator for National Defense announced

automcbiles than ever before, and they
are increasing steadily. This is not true
of railroad cars. In 1929 there were

September 4 that it had sought and re

10,000 barrels of crude oil per day, sav

ceived written commitments from the 11

ing a like amount in tanker transporta

2,267,376 In railroad ownership. On
June 1. 1940, when the Advisory Commis

. . to ask for and utilize in petroleum
transportation all available railroad tank

sion for the Cotincil of National Defense

cars . . ," for the purpose of alleviating

was organized, the railways owned a total
of 1.648,696 freight cars. On July 16,

the East Coast oil shortage.

principal

East

Coast

oil

companies

tion from the American Gulf to the U. S.

Atlantic ports."

This type of activity no doubt will be
enlarged by continuing to make freight
rate reductions, which are being made
In many instances where requested.
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CIVILIAN SUPPLIES . . .
"You can't sink a pipe line," Henderson
points out to Congressional committee

have to be built. Pipe lines are hole
cards, particularly useful if this country
should ever be subjected to attack. In
such event, the tanker movement from

the Gulf to the East Coast might require
"Pipe lines are hole cards, particularly

change heating oils requirements as much

useful if this county should ever be sub
jected to attack," Leon Henderson, Price
Administrator, OEM, and director of the
Division of Civilian Supply, OPM, said
on September 5. "You can't sink a pipe
line," he told the Special Committee of
the Senate Investigating the Petioleum

as 1,000,000 barrels. Oil burner sales are
up 55 percent this year.

a large and expensive convoy system;
demands upon railroad trafBc, due to the

Under such circumstances. I consider

curtailment of intercoastal shipping and
other movements, would be almost un

It sound business judgment to build up
additional stocks against a possible crisis
which might occur in December—might
not hit until February or might not hit

in this emergency—and you can't sink a

Shortage. As to restrictions in use of pe
troleum products on the East Coast, he

at all.

Favorable price factors

said that a 10- or IS-percent curtailment
is all that appears likely now, but "we all

the use of gasoline should increase our

should realize that it is a guess made in
the face of a rapidly changing situation."
Excerpts from his testimony follow:
Last fall, in connection with a report
written by the Advisory Commission to
the Council of National Defense to the

Department of Justice, I took the posi
tion that the two gasoline pipe lines in
the South were valid national defense

projects. I felt then and feel now that
there must be a substantial margin of
safety in our transportation system if this
country is to be properly defended, and

that any threat of shortage cannot help
but disturb the competitive balance in

The current 10 percent curtailment in
storage stocks substantially as contrasted

I have been asked to state my opinion
as to how great the oil shortage is on the
East Coast. Our investigations have

confirmed the figures given you by the
Coordinator. Mr. Davies estimates stocks
on hand will be 44,800,000 barrels of all

products at the end of the year. As of
that date, it would seem possible to sup
ply all gasoline and heating oil demands
but not to meet all demands for indus

trial fuel oil unless preferences are given

to this product in refining or transpor
tation or action is taken to relieve the

shortage. Mr. Davies, of course, assumes
the accuracy of the Bureau of Mines esti
mates . . . These estimates are predi
cated upon forecasts of gasoline demand

and computations of the crude supply
necessary to

furnish

that amount of

gasoline. Variations in refinery opera
tions may temporarily produce relatively

too much of one or another product and
too little of others.

pipe line.

Questions have been raised during this
hearing of the effect of prices for pe
troleum products on the Eastern Sea

I wish
to state here and now that in my opin

PIPE LINE GIVEN POWER OF
EMINENT DOMAIN

ion the price situation has been suf

President Roosevelt last week author

ized the Southeastern Pipe Line Co. to

ficiently favorable to encourage the
movement of additional supply by means
of transportation more expensive than

St. Joe, Fla., to Chattanooga, Tenn. All
but 28 miles of the 475-mile project is

tankers but that my OfBce will give fa
vorable consideration to justifiable in
creases in prices when large-scale move
ments of products take place at materi

completed, and according to the Ofiice

ally higher costs.

use the power of eminent domain to ob
tain rights-of-way for a line from Port

of the Petroleum Coordinator the line is

expected to be ready by the first part of
November.

with the amounts which would be on

hand If gasoline had not been restricted.

A 10 percent or 15 percent curtailment
is all that is likely now, but we all should
realize that It is a guess made in the face
of a rapidly changing situation both
locally and internationally.
As to the big crude oil line from the
Gulf to the East Coast, the problem will
come before the SPAB as to whether it

or something else should have priority
on steel.

I

would rather reserve

my

judgment on that until we have thor
oughly analyzed the competing defense

Prices aot a deterrent
No one can justifiably claim that oil
companies have been deterred from using
higher cost transportation by considera
tions of price. They have been advised
repeatedly that when they can show that
they have incun-ed or are incurring defi
nite increases in transportation expense
a formula will be developed to equalize
distribution of that expense as between
the companies, and no resistance will be
offered to justifiable increases in prices.
I do not mean the foregoing to indi
cate that the oil industry has been un
responsive to our suggestions.
The in
dustry has been very reasonable.

The conclusion on the oil shortage

demands.

seems to be this. It is definitely desir
able that the xise of gasoline be curtailed

The committee should appreciate that
the Petroleum Coordinator has the power

portation facilities may be available for

only to recommend; he cannot compel

the heavier oil products like light heating

the companies to use tank cars.
There is no nev proposal to build ad

in order that tanker and other trans

oil and heavy fuel oil.

Secondly, at pres

ditional tank cars since Mr. Budd claims

ent it appears probable that this end can
be achieved by a curtailment not sub

there are enough and Mr. Davies doesn't

stantially more drastic than 10 percent

advocate that more be built when there

or 15 percent.

are better ways of moving oil.

the situation carefully from month to
month this fall and winter, and will be

The sug

gestion that barges be built may be a

Oemjmd for heating oilt

We cannot be too cautious

board upon the price situation.

the industry to the eventual detriment
of the public.

believable.

We all will be watching

able to recommend alterations in tanker

shipments and refinery operations to pro
vide more of the products in greatest

heating oils statistically. One degi-ee dif

good one. Admiral Land has gone into
this matter extensively and I'm sure that
bis study will be extremely helpful. But
regardless of what gets priority in the

ference

immediate future, more pipe lines will

needs are less pressing.

I also wish to point out that it is difBcult to forecast the demand for light
in

average

temperature

can

demand and less of those for which the
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Campaign launched to save waste paper,
vital in shipping of defense products

lic buildings. About 50 percent is lost,
going Into furnaces, incinerators, or on
the rubbish heap. The remaining 22
percent goes into permanent use as book,
ledger, and file paper and is not destroyed

A national campaign to conserve waste

paper and either give it to charitable

immediately.

paper in the Interest of defense will get
under way in New York City, Chicago,

organizations or sell it to waste dealers

Paperboard is made from old news
papers, cheap fiction magazines, dis

and Milwaukee this week. It will spread
thereafter to 30 other principal cities,

at the current market price.
Charitable organizations, such as the
Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, the Salva

carded wrapping paper, and used cor
rugated paper. Other waste paper, such

reaching a combined metropolitan popu

tion Army, and Parent-Teacher Asso

as slick-paper magazines, books, and let

lation of 40.000.000.

ciations will be invited to enlist In the

ters, are needed to make up the shortage

campaign.

of wood pulp from which finer grades of
paper are manufactured.

The campaign, which will be conducted
by the Waste Paper Consuming Indus

tries. has the active support of the Office
of Price Administration and the OPM
Conservation Bureau.

Necessary to pack defense products
"Waste paper is needed for defense
because it is the raw material of paper-

board boxes in which many defense prod
ucts are packed and transported," Price
Administrator Henderson explained.
"TTie

need

for

these

containers

is

growing rapidly and will increase sub
stantially in 1942.

Unless the supply of

Some of them now collect

waste paper and sell it to scrap dealers.
All collections of paper offered for sale
will be made by scrap dealers in the re
spective cities at the direction of the
local representatives of the conservation
committee of the Waste Paper Consum
ing Industries.

Waste paper is the principal raw ma
terial used in paperboard boxes. In
cluded in a ton of paperboard are 1,906

pounds of waste paper, cardboard, and
corrugated board.
Defense articles in wide variety are

packed and transported in paperboard

waste paper is Increased, the probable

boxes.

shortage would make a stable price
structure for papert>oard more difficult

for selectees, food for the armed forces,
parts of combat planes, munitions, rifles,

These include shirts and shoes

and chemicals.

to maintain.

"On behalf of the Government, I urge

Gypsum beard, widely

used in defense housing projects and in

that waste paper be saved by the house

all building construction, also is made

holder in the interest of national de

from waste paper.

fense."

Defense takes '4 of paperboard

CoIiectioQ system arranged
The Waste Paper Consuming Indus
tries also will cooperate with the waste
materials industry in the drive spon
sored by OPM to Increase collections of

America's

aid

to Britain

and other

countries under the Lend-Lease program
virtually is encased in waste paper.
More than 90 percent of these goods is

A pound per family per day
Trade

estimates

indicate

that

the

average family may save a pound of
waste paper a day.

Hie effectiveness of increasing wastepaper collection by means of an industrysponsored campaign has been demon
strated in a campaign which has t>een
under way in St. Louis for several weeks.
Other

cities

to

which

the

national

campaign will be carried as soon as or

ganizations for collections can be set up
are:

Newark, Jersey City, Cleveland. Bos
ton. Minneapolis-St. Paul, Washington.
Philadelphia, Detroit, Baltimore, Pitts
burgh, Buffalo, Cincinnati. Kansas City,
Rochester, Toledo. Memphis. Birming
ham. Dallas. San Antonio, Houston, Den
ver.

Atlanta,

Orleans,

Columbus,

Indianapolis,

Akron.

New

Louisville,

and

Providence.
it

it

-k

scrap metals, worn rubber, rags, and

packed in waterproof paperboard boxes.
Good packaging is required for shipments

Use of unprinted cloth bags

other waste.

to Iceland, the Caribbean, and other out

The national waste paper salvage
campaign, which Is in line with the OPM
general conservation effort, was organ
ized with the cooperation of the OPA.

posts of Western Hemisphere defense.
Six dozen Army shirts fill an 11-pound
paperboard container. The 10.000,000

suggested to aid reuse

Its objectives are to expand the supply
of raw material from which paperboard
is made, and to hold down prices of
paperboard boxes.
The Waste Paper Consuming Indus
tries. working through a representative
committee of six paperboard manufac
turers, is establisiilng organizations in

shirts bought by the Army this year
require 1.500 tons of paperboard. The
canned tomatoes alone used by the Army
require another 1.000 tons.
The shells turned out by Army ord
nance plants are packed in 30,000 tons

of paperboard each month.
Defense now takes one-fourth of the

more than 8,000,000 tons of paperboard

each of the 33 cities to be included in

which it is estimated will be manufac

the campaign.

A central telephone ex

tured in the United States this year.

change will take all calls for informa

By the end of 1942 it will be utilizing up
to two-thh'ds of an estimated 9,000,000

tion and arrange for collection of waste
paper of 100 pounds or more.
The campaign will not extend west
ward beyond Denver as at present there

Is an ample supply of waste paper on the
Pacific coast to feed all paper mills.
Housewives, small business houses, and
Industries will be asked to save waste

tons.

Only 28 percent now recovered
Only 28 percent of the Nation's paper

A suggestion that, wherever possible,
printing be eliminated on bags made of

burlap and other textiles so that they
may be used over again was made Sep
tember 6 by the Division of Civilian Sup
ply, Office of Production Management.
Bags are used extensively for packag
ing by defense and civilian industry and
especially for agricultural products.
Shortages have developed that make it
necessary to conserve bag supplies to the
greatest degree possible.
The presence of printing on bags pre
vents their reuse in many cases. In in
stances where such printing is required
by law, it Is suggested that the require
ments be met by use of appropriate tags.
Consumers are urged either to return

bags to the seller of the merchandise or

Most of this comes

to sell them to recognized second-hand

from large Industries, department stores,

dealers, thus making them available for

large hotels, apartment houses, and pub

reuse.

is now recovered.
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION ...
Waste paper ceiling to be imposed October 1
at June 16 level, as voluntary plan fails
Since the effectiveness of voluntary

and consuming mills.
in

Both dealers and

agreements has been largely nullified by

consumers

failure of certain members of the trade
to adhere to their understandings with
his office, all of the more important

largely adhered to their agreements, but

the Middle

West

have

in the Eastern area OPA has found it

grades of waste paper will be brought

necessary to call public attention to
methods by which certain trade quarters

under ceiling prices as of October 1 at
the levels that prevailed on June 16. OPA

have circumvented the maximum prices.
The new schedule will not only cover

Administrator

the three principal low grades, but the
liigher grades which were not included

Henderson

announced

September 4.

The new schedule will be Issued within

2 weeks and, upon its effective date, will
supersede all existing price agreements.
Those dealers and consumers who have

No objection to 6y2-cent price,
Gulf Coast refiners told
Gulf Coast gasoline refiners were noti
fied September 5 by OPA Administrator
Henderson that he would offer no objec
tion to their charging 6 Va cents a gallon
for "regular" gasoline.
A price of 6 cents for such gasoline
had been requested in a telegram sent to
Gulf Coast refiners on July 16 pending a
cost study covering refiners In that area.
Since that date a detailed study of op

erating costs, parti^cularly of representa

graphical price differentials and other

tive small refiners, has been completed.
It is expected that the e^-^-cent price
will apply only to gasolme produced by
small refineries which is normally sold

recognized trade practices.

in the Gulf Coast area.

in the voluntary agreements.

Due al

lowance will be made for prevailing geo

It is not ex

cooperated with OPA in its efforts to sta
bilize prices of waste paper and the prod

bs increased substantially in the near

producing gasoline for shipment to the

ucts made therefrom were complimented

future.

East Coast.

Waste paper supplies are expected to

pected to apply to the larger refineries

by the administrator.

Obstruction dosed several miils
"Unfortunately, however," Mr. Hen
derson stated, "it has been found im

practicable to continue the attempt at
voluntary control. An even and ade
quate flow of waste paper to the con
suming mills is essential both to the de
fense effort and to civilian industry at

large. Paperboard, product of waste
paper, Is in great demand for cartons
and boxes to package the output of our
factories.

Certain members of the East

ern waste-paper trade have seen fit to
withhold supplies to compel payment of
higher prices. This, in turn, has dis
rupted the voluntary agreements and
forced curtailment, and even the actual
shut-down, of several consuming mills in
the East.

"Some relief to these distress cases has
been afforded, through the release by

mills in a better Inventory position, of

supplies under commitment to them and,
further, by agreements whereby these
mills temporarily will draw more heavily
uiwn inventory and cuitail their new
buying. Cooperation of this nature is
sincerely appreciated by my office."

Schedule to include higher grades

LaGuardia will ask mayors to revoke
licenses of persistent price violators
Acting to throw the full support of
municipal executives throughout the
country behind efforts of OPA Adminis

trator Henderson, to prevent inflationary
price increases, F. H. LaGuardia. Direc
his capacity as president of the United

"It is my belief that the cooperation
of municipal executives throughout the
country in Mr. Henderson's efforts to

States Conference of Mayors, announced

keep prices down in the face of inflation

September 5 he would recommend revo

ary pressure will be an invaluable con
tribution to the entire defense effort and

tor.of the Office of Civilian Defense, in

cation of municipal business licenses in
cases of persistent violation o! Federal
price ceilings.
Mayor LaGuardia pointed out that in

most communities the power to issue and
revoke municipal licenses is vested in the
chief executive.

The United States Con

ferences of Mayors is composed of the
chief executives of more than 300 com

munities of over 50,000 popuiation.

"It is my purpose to call to the atten
tion of executives who are members of
the United States Conference of Mayors
all cases of wilful and persistent price

ceiling violation which are certified
to me by Mr. Henderson," Mayor
LaGuardia said.

The voluntai-y agreements provided for
maximum prices on the three principal
low grades of waste paper equal to those
prevailing on June 16,1941. The under
standings to abide by such prices and to
apply only such differentials as were

exercised to revoke the licenses of the

then in existence were reached individ

offenders.

ually with OPA and waste paper dealers

son that the most careful Investigation
of complaints reaching his office will be
undertaken before I am requested to
make my recommendations.

"In these instances. I shall recommend
that the violators bs cautioned against

continuing their infractions.

Then, if
they still persist, I shall recommend that
the full powers of the municipality be

"I have been informed by Mr. Hender

will meet wiih the hearty approval of the
American people.

"Assisting patriotic businessmea . .
"By exercising

the

powers of their

office to revoke licenses of

those who

place personal gain during this national
emergency above their obvious duty,
municipal executives will be assisting
patriotic businessmen to cooperate with
our Government and the public in the
defense effort."

Price Schedules thus far issued by the
Office of Price Administration are:
1—Second-hand machine tools; 2—alumi

num scrap and secondary; 3—zinc—scrap
and secondary; 4—iron and steel scrap; 5—
iDltuminous coal (revoked): 6—iron and steel
products; 7—combed cctton yai-n; 8—nlcltel
scrap and secondary matsrlals; 9—btdes, kips,
and callskins; 10—^plg iron: 11—cotton tCE-

tUes (grey goods); 12—brass mill scrap; 13—
Douglas fir plywood; 14—raw silk; 15—cop

per; 18—raw sugar: 17—pig tin; 18—biirlap;
19—Southern pine lumber; 20—copper scrap;

21—formaldehyde; 22—Pennsylvania grade
crude oil; 23—rayon grey goods; and 24—
washed cattle tall and winter bog hair.
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cording to the amendment, means a sale

Revisions made in Southern pine prices
to protect operators of small mills

to a

consumer or contractor in less-

than-carload quantity.

Mixed car ship

ments are defined and an explanation

of mixed truck shipments is added.

of its effective date, September 5, were
announced September 4 by OPA Admin

finished form. By the amendment, ceil
ing prices are based on "rough green"
liunber and additional charges are al
lowed to be made for air-drying or kiln-

istrator Henderson.

drying,

The general effect of the revisions,
which are incorporated in a detailed
amendment, is to raise the ceiling prices

many instances the prices themselves

so that the thousands of small lumber

to an entire grade is not substantial.

OPA considers lower ceiling on

Definitions reflect trade usage

scrap, secondary aluminum

Substantial changes in the Southern

pine lumber price schedule In advance

mills throughout the Southern pine area

will be able to continue in profitable op

surfacing,

grooving,

etc.

In

grades, although the net effect as applied

are

Several refinements of definition also

and to civilian users will not be lowered

are contained in the amended schedule,
reflecting trade usage or practice. For
example, long-leaf pine is fm-ther de
fined so as to make it clear that only
the coarse-grained variety is covered by

greatly from bis original estimate of

schedule.

While

the

maximums

prices for Southern pine lumber will be
below the levels of August 15 and the net

annual saving to the defense program

The definition of a "mill" is

restated so as to exempt from the price

$20,000,000.

schedule the large number of lumber re

Maoy complaints received
"Since the schedule of Southern pine
lumber prices was announced on August
16, I have received many complaints
from mills throughout the Southern
States asserting that if ceiling prices
thus imposed were permitted to go into
effect on September 5 without change,
widespread hardship would result," Mr.
Henderson said. "These complaints as
serted that the stumpage costs of the

small mills have risen sharply in recent
months and that their logging problems
are more difBcult due to the fact that

★

have been changed within the various

raised, Mr. Henderson pointed out, the

eration.

To cover the extra services and costs

Involved, an addition of not more than
$3.50 for 1,000 board feet is allowed In
the case of export sales.

tailers in the South who operate planing
and similar mills as adjuncts to their
retail businesses. A "retail sale," ac

★

*

Advisability of revising downward the
ceiling prices established in Price Sched

ule No. 2 for scrap and secondary alumi
num because of the reduction of

two

cents a pound in the price of primary

aluminum, is being studied by OPA, Ad
ministrator Henderson announced Sep
tember 3.

A decision in this matter, the adminis

trator said, will not be reached until the
question has been explored with the
trade.

Talks preliminary to carded cotton yam
ceiling, expansion of grey goods schedule
Two meetings preliminary to the im
position of ceiling prices on carded cot
ton yarn and the inclusion in the cotton
grey goods price schedule of the remain
ing important constructions were an

textile advisory panel

(new members

italicized) is as follows:

S. M. Ainsworth, Gonzales Cotton MIU, Inc.,

Gonzales, Texas; Robert Amory, Nashua Mfg.
Co.. Nashua, N. H.; Howard Baetger, Mt. Vernon Woodberry Mills, Baltimore, Md.; W. N.

available timber stands are less accessi

nounced September 6 by OPA Admin

Banks,

ble.

istrator Henderson.

B. F. Berman, Stonewall Cotton Mills. Stone-

Furthermore, the schedule made

no special allowance for air-dried Ixun-

ber, which is the kind currently being
sold by the small mills.

Adjustments necessary
"It always has been the policy of my
office to investigate complaints of this

nature and to make such adjustments
as

appear

to

be

warranted . . .

In

keeping with this policy, a meeting of
OPA officials with approximately 450
mil] operators was held on August 30
in New Orleans. After full hearing
of their complaints and in the light
of additional data collected by my
office, it became apparent that adjust
ments in the schedule were necessary.
A committee, representing all sections
and all types of mills producing South
ern pine lumber, is in thorough accord
with the revisions that have been worked

out. Moreover, the 450 lumber pro
ducers present have promised their full

cooperation in maintaining the celling
prices, as amended."
Maximum prices in the original sched
ule were based upon air-dried lumber In

Leading producers of carded cotton
yam were to meet with OPA officials

September 8, to talk over a schedule of
maximum prices that will bear a proper
relationship to the ceiling prices already
established for combed cotton yarn.
Combed cotton yai'n goes through an ad
ditional manufacturing process that
makes it a finer product and one which
normally sells at a higher price than
carded yarn.

On the following day, the OPA cotton
textile advisory panel, to which 18 new

GrantvJlle

Mills,

Grantvllle,

Ga.;

waU. Miss.: Ted Broughton, Wamsutta Mills,

New Bedford, Mass.;

Fuller CaUaway. Jr.,

Callaway Mills, La Grange, Ga.; Charles Can
non. Cannon Mills. KannapollE, N. C.; Donald

Comer. Avondale Mills. Sylacauga, Ala.; Her
man Cone. Cone Export & Comm. Co., 69
Worth St., New York City; R. C. Dick, Naumkeag Steam Cotton Co., Salem, Mass.; J. L.
GeoffToy, Federated Textile, 40 Worth St.,
New York City: George Harris. Riverside &
Dan River Cotton MUls, DanvlUe, Va,; K. T.
Lewis. Durham. N. C.; Leon Loioenslein. M.
Lcwenstein it Sons. 43 Leonard St.. New York

City: Gerrish Milliken, Deering MUliken &

Co.. Church & Leonard Sts., New York City;
Harry Oppenhelmer, Brand St Oppenheimer,
New York City; Edward T. Pickard, Textile
Foundation, Bureau of Standards. Washing

ton, D. C.; Paul Redmond, Alabama Mills,

members have been added, were to meet
to discuss broadening the cotton grey
goods price schedule and the relationship

Inc.. Birmingham. Ala.; Auguste Richard,
Pacific MUls, 40 Worth St., New York City;
Scott Russel, Bibb Mfg. Co., Macon. Ga.;
Albert Scott, Engineer. Lockwood Greene

of prices of the types of goods to be added

York City; J. E. Slrrlne, Greenville, S. C-I

to the prices of constructions already
covered. The panel also was to take up

Engineers. Inc..

10

Rockefeller Plaza. New

Andrew Sofcol, Cohn-Hall-Marx, 93 Franklin

St.. New York City; N. L. Smith, Chicopee
Mills. Chicopee. Mass.; Rosser Smith, South

the question of differentials for shade

eastern Cottons, Inc.. 58 Worth St.. New York

cloth and feeler motion, special construc

ville. S- C-; Robert T. Stevens, J. P. Stevens

City; Earl B. Stall. P. W. Pee Mfg. Co.. Green

tions, fancy weaves, and specification

tc Co.. New York City; Charles Sweet. Wel
lington Sears Co.. New York City; Sam H.

goods.

Swint, Granlteville Mills. Graniteville, S. C.;

The supply and demand situation

In the cotton grey goods industry was a

Donald Tansill, Pepperell Mfg. Co.. 40 Worth

further topic on the agenda.

Ga.; George Westberg, Berkshire Fine Spin

Membership of the enlarged cotton

St., New York City; W. J. Vereen, Moultrie,
ning Associates. Inc., 271 Church St., New

York City.
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invitation bids Is shown by the following
figures:
Of the ten items wanted, negotiated
bids were used as a supplemental device

Retailers might think that this prac

Fats and Oiis Panel to Include

All Types of Retailers
All sectors of the retail field including

chains, independents, super markets, and
department stores will be represented
on the new fats and oils advisory panel
being

set up

by the OfBce of Price

Administration.

Authorities in charge of the fats and

oils program desire to acquire as wide
spread and complete information as pos
sible about the effects on retailers of

Schedule 25, which is designed to elim
inate speculative practices in fats and
oils, and to get the advice of men in the

trade on the shaping of new policies.
As many points of view as possible on
the fats and oils situation are desired.
Also consulted In the discussions will

be representatives of crushers, refiners,

manufacturers, processors, distributors,
and consumers.

The whole fats and oils

field, except for butter, is included in the
speculative practices schedule. Retail
ers handle the edible fats and oils in

such finished goods as salad oils, cooking
oils, lard, shortening, and oleomargarine.
Inedible fats and oils are used in the

manufacture of soaps, cosmetics, paints,
and varnishes.

Retailers are particularly affected in
the schedule by the section eliminating
guarantees against price declines.

No

restrictions are placed on guarantees
against price declines on fats or oils in

transit or already a part of the floor
stocks of wholesalers. Jobbers, and
retailers.

This section is designed to stop a wide
spread practice which, although it seemed
beneficial to retailers, when carried out
throughout a whole nation created In

stability in production and marketing,

artificial shortages, and acted to push
costs up.

Guarantees against price declines were
employed by manufacturers selling to
wholesalers or jobbers encouraging them
to give larger orders at the prevailing
price.

Sales would be inflated on the ex

pectation of a general price increase.

It

was the understanding that if the price
went down, the orders could be cancelled

or filled at a lower price.
This increase in ordering, if done on a
sufficiently large scale would generate

further price advances by increasing the
demand by manufacturers for raw
materials.

to get the necessary quantities In four
items. Had negotiated bids not been
used, the Army estimated that the total

tice would tend to lower the wholesale

cost

price to them, but in the long run, it is
observed, such practices increase the cost

However, by using this method savings
totalling $53,586.23 were effected with

of business of all the manufacturers.

the result that the total amount actually

The processors take a loss when the bid
ding up of raw material increases his

would

have

been

$1,642,090.47.

paid by normal award and negotiations
was $1,588,504.24.

costs at the same time that he Is re

quired to supply his outlets on contract
at a lower price.

This loss is not ab

sorbed, but is passed on to the retailer in

Bids on Canned Fruits and Vegetables
Some indications of the current mar

the increase of the spread between the

ket conditions with reference to canned

price of the raw and finished product
over a long period. All merchants must
pay this increased spread whether they
get short-run benefits from such specu

fruits and vegetables are to be found in

lative practices or not.

All types of fats and oils forward-buy
ing except that carried on through ex

changes regulated by the Commodity
Exchange Commission or employed as a
legitimate means of furthering the dis
tributive process are ruled out in Sched

ule

25.

It is expected that, by this

means, price increases in fats and oils

and their products due purely to specu
lation will be stopped.
Besides the price increases that specu
lation brings about, OPA is concerned

with wasteful practices encouraged when
the speculative fever seizes an industry.
Recently an OPA price executive acci

the responses to the Army's invitation
bids on canned fruits and vegetables.
Some of the items were handled by the

San Francisco office and some by the
Chicago office. As usual, both bids and
negotiated contracts were used in cov

ering requirements. Data on prices ifkid
are not available. The highlights of the
results are as follows:

San Francisco ofBce: On apricots, bids
at reasonable prices were not adequate
to cover requirements. The remaining
quantities were negotiated for in the open
market.
Prices quoted on asparagus
were so high as to make this item a nonessential luxury.
Cherry requirements
were covered by bids.

On peaches new specifications were
issued and bids were opened on Septem
ber 2. It is expected that responses will

dentally ran across one instance, symp
tomatic of many others throughout the
country, when he found 150 gallons of

be adequate.
Requii'ements were cov
ered on pineapples with response excel

soybean oil stored in the men's washroom

lent.

of a small Chinese restaurant.

ered by invitation bids plus negotiation.

The pro

On pears, requirements were cov

prietor of the I2-tabIe restaurant ex
plained that the salesman bad told him

Awards have been made on the entire

that prices were going up and that he
should buy now. He bought, and al
ready exhibited a paper profit of $50.

Chiuns" are still being packed and it is

The price executive refiected that
it would take perhaps a year for the res

taurant proprietor to use up that much
soybean oil, and that stored under these

needs of red salmon.

"Medium reds and

expected that requirements will be cov
ered.

On tuna the Army is getting its

share of the pack and expects to cover
requirements.
Chicago office: On the second invita

tion, awards were not adequate but the

conditions, the oil would take only two

response was better thati io the original

or three months to spoil.

invitation.

Corn bids were opened on

August 20 with the response disappoint

Savings Through Negotiated Prices
The value of using negotiated con
tracts as well as open bids to secure
necessary supplies for the armed forces

has again been demonstrated by the
Army Quartermaster Corps. The Army
was recently in the market for a quantity
of canned meats, ranging from canned
beef to meat and vegetable stew and
sausage. A comparison of the value of
using negotiated bids as a supplement to

ing in most sections. It is hoped that
requirements will be covered by negotia
tions but probably another invitation will
be issued to be opened at the end of the
season.

On the following items the response
was either disappointing or inadequate
to cover requirements: tomatoes, tomato
juice, catsup, lima beans, and stringless
beans. On beets, however, needs were
well covered by invitation and negotia
tion.

★
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PURCHASES ...
Jacksonville, Fla.; vessels: equipment parts

108 certificates of necessity for plant
expcinsion issued to 88 corporations
A total ol 108 certlflcateb of necessity

were issued to 88 corporations from Au

gust 16 to 31, inclusive, the National De
fense Advisory Commission announced
this week.

These certlflcates were issued

In connection with the construction and

acquisition of new plant and manufac
turing facilities, the estimated cost of
which was $14,601,000.

and repairs: $123,000.

Metal Compress Co., Ann

Crane Co.. Chicago, Dl.; steel, toggle and
brass valves for ships; $28,000.

August 31 to 2,319 certificates.

The cost

turbines and pumps, reduction gears and
feed system pumps for destroyers; $190,000.
Doran Co., Seattle. Wash.; ship propellers,
liner castings, valves and fittings; $34,000.
Dravo Corporation, Plttsbiorgh, Pa.; sheet
metal work for submarine chasers and mine

sweepers; $59,000.

E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilming
ton. Del.; lead oxide, detonators and T. N. T.
blocks; $108,000.

Haven, Conn.; thread-cutting tools, die heads
and chasers; $57,000-

Endurance Manufacturing Co., Newark,
N. J.; propeller hub spinner components:

of facilities covered to date was estimated

$85,000.

at $1,156,508,000.

Ex-Cell-O Corporation. Detroit. Mich.; air
craft parts machine tools, and Diesel en

A compilation of firms for the last half
of 'August, and estimated cost of facili
ties follows:
The Aldrlch Pump Co., AllentowQ, Pa.;
pumps; $40,000.

Alll£-Cbalmer8 MaQufacturing Co., Iilllwaukee, Wts.; gun mounts and ^are parts;
$112,000,

Allegheny Ludlum 61 e e 1 Corporation,
Bracl:eniidge, Pa.; steel, carbon, alloy and
silicon; «47,000.
American Locomotive Co., New York., N. Y.;

forglngs; (120,000.
Ampco Twist Drill Co.. Jacluon, Micb.;
high speed Jobber and wire dlrlU; $30,000.
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York,

gines; $1,969,000.

Farmers Co-Operatlve Grain Co., Havana,
N. Dak.; storage of grain; $3,000.
Farmers Union Elevator Co. of Rudyard,
Rudvard, Mont.; storage of grain; $10,000.
Parrel-Birmingham Co.. Inc., Buffalo. N. Y.,
and An£0nia. Conn.;

propulsion units and

aircraft engine reduction units; $228,000.
Federal-Mogul Corporation. Detroit. Mich.;

bxishlngs and bearings for aircraft engines
and airplanes; $5,000.
The Fenn Manufacturing Co.. Hartford.
Conn.; airplane and machine gun parts;
$77,000.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron. Ohio;
mobile carriage assemblies for antiaircraft
guns. $570,000.

Flrth-Sterllng Steel Co.. McKeesport. Pa.;
metallic cobalt powder, cemented carbide for

N. Y.; shipboard cable; $14,000.
Arter Grinding Machine Co.. Worcester.
Mass.; surface grinding machines; $12,000.
E. C. Atkins & Co., Indianapolis, ind.;
metal cutting saws and spare segments;

N. Y.; boilers, economizers, and condensers;

$8,000.

$88,000.

Atlantic Basin Iron Works. Brooldyn, N. Y.;
sbip repairs; $13,000.

Axelson Manufacturing Co.. Vernon, Calif.;
airplane engine lathes and landing gear
olios; $26,000.

making tools and dies; $145,000.

Poster

Wheeler Corporation,

New

York.

Fresno Interurban Railway Co., Chicago.
Dl.; railroad transportation; $12,000.
Fruehauf Trailer Co., Detroit, Mich.; eemitrailers; $94,000.

The Pulton Sylphon Co., ElnoKviUe, Tenn,;

Beatty Machine & Manufacturing Co.,
Hammond, Ind.; hydraulic presses and plate

fuzes and cartridge cases, $1,000.

work machines; $26,000.

Mich.; machine guns, cartridge cases, air
craft spark plugs. $2,143,000.
Gorman Heat Treating Corporation. Spring

Bell Aircraft Corporation. Buffalo. N. Y.;

airplanes, interceptor pursuit aircraft; $218,-

field,

000.

Ben-Hur Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.; trail
ers; $52,000.

Bethlehem

Genera]

Steel

Co.,

Bethlehem,

Pa.;

Mass.;

Motors

Corporation,

commercial

heat

Detroit,

treating

of

Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; machin
ing of armor cast steel; $22,000.

Bridgeport Brass Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.;
ammunition cases and caliber cups; $24,000.

Co.. St. Louis. Mo.;

and synthetic

fibers;

O. T. Muehlemeyer Heat Treating Co..
Rockford. 111.; heat treating of airplane parts
and machine tools; $18,000.
The Mulllte Refractories

Co..

Shelton,

Coru].; firebricks, shapes, and cements; $31.000.

National Aniline & Chemical Co.. Inc.. New
York. N. Y.; aniline oil and synthetic or
ganic chemicals; $351,000.

New England Structural Products Co.,
Chelsea. Mass.; minesweeping gears; $7,000.
Northrop Ah-craft. Inc.. Hawthorne, Calif.;
assembly of aircraft; $65,000.
Ohio Ferro-Alloys Corporation. Canton.
Ohio; high carbon ferrochromium; $146,000.
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Co., Omaha. Nebr.; transportation; $8,000.

Owensboro Milling Co., Inc.. Owensboro,
Ky.; grain storage; $23,000.
Poulsen & Nardon. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.;

aircraft parts; $167,000.
Premier Oil Refining Co. of Texas. Longview, Tex.; octane aviation gasoline; $1,730,000.

Reed-Prentice
Corporation.
Worcester.
Mass., lathes and vertical milling machines;
$6,000.

Republic Aviation Corporation, Farmingdale, Long Island. N. Y.; pursuit type air
planes: $674,000.

W. A. Robmson. Inc., Ipswich, Maes.; mine
sweepers; $5,000.

Roller Bearing Co. of America. Trenton,
N. J.; needle bearings for aircraft and machine
tools; $93,000.

Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.. San-

dusky, Ohio; contrifugally cast castings (ferro
and nonferrous); $59,000.

Scovlll Manufacturing Co., Waterbury,
Conn.; brass metal components, fuzes, boost
ers, cartridge cases, and condenser tubing.
$260,000.

Seeley Tube & Box Co.. Newark, N. J.; fibre

containers for ammunition storage; $135,000.

Slgnode Steel Strapping Co., Chicago. HI.;
steel strapping and strapping tools; $192,000.

Stewart-Warner Corporation, Chicago, HI.;
fuses, pistols, depth charges, projectiles and
boosters; $260,000.

The Greenport Basin & Construction Co.,

fuel and booster pumps, valves, and parts for

Inc.. Greenport. L. I., N. Y.; construction,

aircraft and aircraft engines; $2,000.
Todd Seattle Dry Docks, Inc., Seattle.
Wash.; repair and reconditioning of vessels;

Grove Regulator Co.. Oakland. Calif.; pump
governors, pressure regulating equipment;
$58,000.

Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad Co., Mobile.

Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Co.. Phila
delphia, Pa.; magazines and aircraft depth

Ala.; railroad transportation; $20,000.
Henningsen Bros.. Inc.. New York, N. Y.;

bombs; $149,000.
The Byer Manufacturing Co., Orono.
Maine; gas mask carriers; $14,000.

spray dried eggs; $54,000.

Camden Porge Co., Camden. N. J.; propul

Monsanto Chemical

phenol, picric acid
$75,000.

Thompson Products, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio;

steel; $6,000.

conversion and repairing of vessels: $310,000.

cruisers; $346,000.

Monarch Aluminum Manulacturing Co..
Cleveland, Ohio; heat treating, permanent
mold, aluminum casting; $6,000.
The Monarch Machine Tool Co.. Sidney,

Ohio; metal working lathes; $59,000.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton, N. 3.',

Eastern Machine Screw Corporation, New

This brings the total Issued through

Arbor, Mich.;

brlquetted borings and turnings; $34,000.

Ingersoll-Rand

Co.,

Phlllipsburg.

N.

J.;

blowers, compressors, pumps, and Diesel en

gines; $389,000.

$36,000.

United Engineering Company. Ltd.. San
Francisco. Calif.; fleet tugs; $480,000.
Union Twist Drill Co.. Athol. Mass.; taps,
dies, drills, etc.; $102,000.

V & O Press Co.. Inc.. Hudson. N. Y.; sheet
metal work presses; $64,000.
Vulcan Crucible Steel Co.. Aliqulppa. Pa.;

high speed tool and special

alloy steels;

sion shafts and paitsfor vessels; $73,000.
The Carey Machine Co., Cleveland. Ohio;
Diesel engine parts machine shop work;

Conn., drUl chucks; $117,000.

$186,000.

$281,000.

controls; $30,000.

Lehlgh Valley Railroad Co, New York.
N. Y-; railroad transportation; $109,000.
Warren McArthur Corporation. New York.

drive units: $190,000.

N. Y.; aircraft and maritime seating; $34,000.
Markey Machinery Co.. Inc., Seattle, Wash.;

Western Gear Works, Seattle, Wash.; hoists,
gears, and various small parts; $33,000.

Clucago. Milwaukee,

St. Paul

St Pacific

Railroad Co., Chicago. 111.: transportation;
$5,000.

Chicago Rubber Clothing Co.. Racine, Wis.;
rubberized fabrics; $2,000.

Cochrane Corporation. Philadelphia, Pa.;

steam power plant equipment. $107,000.

The Jacobs Manufacturing Co., E]mwood,
Kropp Forge Co.. Chicago, m.; forgings;

windlasses, cargo and deck, winches; $35,000.

MerrilJ-Stevens Dry Dock ii Repair Co.,

$74,000.

Warner Electric Brake Manufacturing Co..
Wlnnebago County, HI.; electric brakes and
Watson-Flagg Machine Co.. Paterson, N. J.;
precision gears, gear motors, and hydraulic

Willamette

Hyster Co.,

Portland,

towing and hoisting winches; $75,000.

Oreg.;

★
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Rail for re-laying to be
under products schedule

$292,901,020 War Department contracts
cleared August 28 through September 3

Railroad rail that is sold for re-laying
Defense contracts totaling $292,901,020
wei'e awarded by the War Department
and cleared by the Division of Purchases,
Office of Production Management, during

the period August 28 through September
3.

This compares with a total of $194,-

Equitable Equipment Co., Inc., New Or
leans. La.; steel tugs; $518,000.

Gibbs Underwear Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.;
500,000 prs. wool drawers; $607,000.

Boyt Harness Co., Des Moines, Iowa: 126,000 haversacks; $528,750.

Willys-Overland

Motors,

Inc.,

Toledo.

Ohio; '4-ton trucks; $1,946,717.

432,502 for the previous week.
to $73,446,913; contracts for ordnance to
$30,739,990; contracts for aircraft to

$184,150,490, and contracts for equipment
and supplies to $4,563,627.
A compilation of contract announce

ammonia plant at Sterllngton. La. (Com
mercial Solvents Corporation of New York

City has contract as previously announced
and wUl operate plant.)
★

★

Poster and Crelghton Co.. Nashville, Tenn ;
construction of engine test building
Brookley Field. Mobile. Ala.; »666,285.

at

struction of advanced single engine flying
school at Mission, Tex.; 84,090,618.
The Austin Co.. Cleveland. Ohio; construc

tion at Port of Embarkation. Seattle. Wash.;
tl.537.93e.

Basic Magnesium, Inc.; establishment of
plant facilities near Gabbs, Mead, and Las

Vegas, Nev., for production of magnesium:
$63,168,799.
(Defsnse Plant Corporation
agreement of leases.)

Menasco Manufacturing Co.; additional
plant facilities and necessary machinery and

equipment for manufacture of landing gear
struts at or near Burbank, Calif.; $1,639,058.

(Defense Plant Corporation agreement of
lease.)

North American Aviation, Inc.. of Texas;
additional plant facilities at Dallas, Tex., for

manufacture of airplanes; $1,314,973. (De
fense Plant Corporation agreement of lease.)
Ford J, Twaits Co.. Los Angeles, Calif.; conatructlon of engine test building, McClellan
Field, Sacramento, CalU.; $829,244.

Jack and Helntz. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio;
starter assemblies; $7,833,800.

Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Calif.;
airplanes and spare parts; $176,316,690.

Work begun on
simplifying standards

Barium Stainless Steel Corporation. Can
ton. Ohio; metalUc belt links; $4,011,400.

Cincinnati,

Ohio; shot; $3,960,000.

Link Belt Co., Indiaoapolia, ind.; shot:
$4.999.SS0.

Clark Grave Vault Co., Columbus, Ohio;
qulppa. Pa.; shells; $4,788,460.

Railway Signal

Co..

Rochester,

N. Y-; shells: $4,417,500.

National Enameling & Stamping Co.. Gran
ite City. 111.; cartridge cases; $1,294,650.
Reglna Corporation, Rahway, N. J.; fxizes;
$548,895.

Sefton Fibre Can Co.. St. Louis. Mo.; con
tainers; $1,019,431,

Crocker Wheeler Electrical Mfg. Co., Am
pere, N. J.; bomb bodies; $2,096,250,

Struthers - Wells - Titusvllle
Corporation,
TitusvUie, Pa.; forgings; $596,953.
LeBlond

Machine

Tool

Co.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio; drilling machines; $2,117,501.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Taylor Bedding Mfg.

Co.. Taylor, Tex.;

used as a basis for simplification of do

any rail sold to be used for re-rolling

must not exceed the maximum prices for
re-rolling rail as set forth in the scrap

committee of the American Standards

Association meeting with the Consumer

schedule.

Division, Office of Price Administration,

It is not desirable that rail of re-lay
ing quality be used for re-rolling pur
poses. Both re-rolling rail and re-laying

OPA announced September 7.
, The purpose was to work out methods

to conserve strategic materials needed in
defense, and to reduce overhead and labor

;

rail are in great demand under the de

fense program.
★

costs by eliminating unnecessary acces
sories and by cutting down on the number

of models produced. The meeting, held
September 5, was conducted by W. M.
Timmerman, of the General Electric Co.
Attending were representatives of the six
panies, as well as the Office of Price Ad

ministration, the Office of Production
and

other

Government

agencies interested in standards. Sug
gestions presented at the meeting will be
developed at further meetings into a
standard known as the "Emergency
American Standard" for eventual publi
cation.

OUier coQSumer good$ to i»e simplified

James S. Adams resigns as
chief of Automotive Branch
James S. Adams has resigned as chief
of the Automotive Branch of OPM, due
to the illness of his business associate, E.
H. Little, president of the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., but he will remain on the
staff of OPM as a consultant subject to
call.

Announcing this September 5, William
S. Knudsen, Director General, OPM, Sid
ney Hillman, Associate Director General;
and Leon Henderson, Director of the Di
vision of Civilian Supply, issued this
statement:

"We regret that Mr. Adams finds It
necessary to leave the position of chief

This work was instituted by the Ameri
can Standards Association at the request
of Harriet Elliott, Associate Administra
tor, Office of Price Administration, in

of the Automotive Branch of OPM. He
has made a splendid contribution toward
solving the difficult problem of curtail

charge of the Consumer Division.

ing passenger-car production and shift

Miss

Elliott heis also requested the American
Standards Association to establish speci
fications for simplification of other con
sumer goods, including washing machines,
elegtr^ hand irons, and finished sheets,
a."s to establish standard definitions
-cloths and denims.

300.000 cotton mattresses; $963,160.

purposes, whether or not such rail is of
re-laying quality. Thus, the prices of

mestic refrigerators has been started by a

shells; $889,100.

Jonea & Laughlin Steel Corporation. AU-

By an amend

agraph is substituted defining "rail for
re-rolling" as any rail sold for re-rolling

Work on emergency standards to be

Management,

ORDNANCE

General

The scrap schedule had allowed a
charge of 5 dollars a ton above the re-

ment this provision is deleted and a par

largest refrigerator manufacturing com

AIRCRAPT

Inc.,

products schedule will establish maxi
mum prices for rail sold to be re-laid for
further transportation use.

rolUng rail ceiling prices in the case of

★

Two contractors: R. W. Brlggs Sl Co. and
HIU and Combs of San Antonio. Tex.; con

Industries.

made September 6 by the Office of E»rice

rail of re-laying quality.

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum

schedule, according to an announcement

An amendment to the Iron and steel

M. W. Kellogg Co., New York City; design,
construction, and equipping of anhydrous

ments for the week follows:

and steel scrap price schedule and trans
ferred to the iron and steel products

Administration.

SUBCONTRACT

Contracts for construction amounted

purposes is being taken out of the iron

ing more of the industry's resources to

defense production, while holding labor
dislocations In this field to a minimum.
"It is a matter of much satisfaction to

us that Mr. Adams has agreed to con
tinue on the staff of OPM as a consultant
subject to call."

★
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MEDIATION BOARD...
been reached on all issues except that of wage

54,571 returned to work or postponed
strikes in cases before Board in August
The National Defense Mediation Board

announced this week that during the
month of August men had either returned

classifications.

negotiated

Cox. board assistant, complete agreement was

reached. The company makes microphones
and telephone equipment for the Army Signal

States Gypsum Co. and the Gas, By-Products,

Corps.

Coke and Chemical Workers, 0. 1. O. Mr.
Young wtU start bearings on the case on

New cases

Tuesday. September 9, at his offices In New
York City. His report wUl be made to the

in 15 cases before the Board, Involving

Board within 30 days, after which the Board

will hold further hearings.

Cases handled in Augoit

be

gate the issues In dispute between the United

to work or postponed threatened strikes
a total of 54,571 workers.

This was to

and, If negotiations failed after 3 months,
the parties were to return to the Board.
After 2 days of negotiations before Archibald

If no agreement

The four new cases certified to the Board
last week were: The Aluminum Co. of Amer

ica. Vancouver. Wash.; the Kansas City Power

is then reached, findings of fact and recom

& Light Co.. Sansas City. Mo.; the Pressed

mendations will be Issued.

Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh; and the Lamson
and Sessions Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Of these 15 cases, strikes were in prog

ress in 8, involving 11,278 men, when the
cases were certified to the Board.

In

each of these 6, the men returned to work

Consolidated Edison Co.

the issues involved In the dispute between
the

Consolidated Edison Co. of New York,

at the Board's request before hearings
were held on the issues In dispute. In 4

the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers and the Brotherhood of Consolidated

cases, involving 21,925 men, threatened
strikes were postponed at the Board's
request. In 2 cases, a total of 1,143 men

6. In his report as a special representative
of the Board, Mr. Meyer pointed out that

Edison Employees was made public September
since the issues in the case would not come

to a head for almost a year, mediation at this

went on strike while the Board was con

time would be difficult.

sidering recommendations.

ure to settle the dispute might result tn a

Both strikes

*

The report of Arthur S. Meyer, chairman ol

*

★

the New York State Board of Mediation, on

However, since fail

test of strength between the company and

Plan for more flexible
distribution of raw rubber

proposed at joint meeting
OPM Associate Director General Hill-

man announced September

7

that a

joint meeting of the OPM Rubber I^ibor

were ended—in one case at the request

180.000 members of the Building and Con

Advisory Committee and a labor sub

of the Board; in the second, following a
complete agreement between the parties.

struction

York, with consequent great damage to the

committee of the Rubber Industry Ad
visory Committee had proposed a plan

In two cases, a total of 17,225 men went

further attempts at mediation by the Board.

to make more fiexible the distribution

on strike after the employer in each case

Pullman Standard Manufacturing Co.

of raw rubber among plants of firms
having more than a single establishment.
In addition, the plan assures labor that

had rejected a Board recommendation
for settling the dispute. One of these
strikes was ended when the employer
agreed to accept the bulk of the recom
mendations, leaving the rest open for fxirther discussion; the other, when the Navy
Department took over possession and
operation of the plant under a Presiden
tial Executive order.

In the fifteenth

case, 3.000 men returned to work at the
request of the Board after hearings had
begun but before any final settlement had
been reached.

Cases certified in August
A total ot 14 new cases. Involving 39,173

Trades Council of Greater New

parties and the community, be recommended

In the record time of 3'^ hoiirs on Septem

ber 4. a five-man panel, composed of Charles
Wyzanskl for the public. Roger Lapham and
Walter Teagle for employers, and George

Lynch and Emll Bleve for employees, made
informaJ recommendations in the dispute be

tween the Pullman Standard Car Manufactur-

Cushion impact on workers
The plan was a result of discussions
designed to find methods by which exist
ing priorities on rubber may be applied

Workers end the International Association of

Machinists, both AFL.

The two Issues in the

case were the proper bargaining agency and
the aUeged discriminatory discharge of an
employee- The Board recommended that
both Issues be decided by the National Labor
Relations Board, which was asked to expedite

its procedure by the Mediation Board. All
four parties accepted the Board's recommen
dation.

A strike of 1,150 employees at the

plant had been called off at the request of the

Aug:ust. Of the^e, 4 were threatened strikes.
Involving 21,600 men, which were postponed
at the request of the Board. In the 10 re
maining cases. Involving 17,678 men, work
stoppages had occurred before certification.

defense orders, makes about 45 freight cars
a day.

Of these 10, a total of 14,278 men. Involved
in 7 cases, returned to work at the Board's
request, and 3, Involving 3,400 men, were

the Board announced that It would Issue

men were still on strike at the end of the
month in the third case.

The company, which has railroad

Curtiss<Wright CorporatioD
After a final day of bearings, September 6.

findings of fact in the dispute between the
Curtiss-Wright

Corporation,

the

Interna

tional Association of Machinists, AFL. and an

Independent union, Propeller Craft, Inc.

A

strike over wages. Involving 740 employees,
at the company's Caldwell. N. J., plant, called
by members of the APL union, had been ended
at the request of the Board. The company
makes propellers for plaues.

The Board last week (September 1-7) an
nounced agreements in two cases; announced

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.

that findings of fact would be made within a
week In a third case, and received certification

opened in the dispute between the SeUogg

of four new cases.

United States Gypstun Co.
On September 3 the Board appointed Owen
D. Young as special representative to Investi

supply of rubber to alt

the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Board.

in a second case, involving 600 men, the union
had accepted a Board return-to-work for
mula and was awaiting acceptance by the
company before returning to work; and 1,800

equitable

ir^ Co. of Bessemer. Ala., and three imions—
the Steel Workers Organizing Committee, CIO,

workers, were certified to the Board during

pending by the close of the month. Of these
3. one was a lock-out involving 1,000 men;

an

plants will prevent labor standards from
being undermined in any community.

On

September 4.

negotiations were re

Switchboard & Supply Co. of Chicago, the
International
Brotherhood
of
Electrical
Workers and the International Association of

Machinists, both AFL.

This case had been

before the Board for several days during April
and May, at which time an agreement had

to cushion the Impact of the reduction
in rubber processing on the 150,000
workers employed In the industry.
Seventy-three companies owning 2 to
13 plants and a total of 191 plants proc

essing 75 percent of all rubber will be
chiefly afiected.

The plan proposes a technique of plant
allocation of rubber and provides that
any question arising from the redistri
bution of rubber by a firm among its
branches will be submitted to a Joint
conference of local union representatives,
the management, and the OPM Regional
Labor Supply Committee.

Where there is no union in the plant,
It was proposed that the Labor Supply
Committee,

management, and a

third

person mutually agreeable wiU discuss
the question of redistribution. In all

Instances where such meetings fail to
obtain an agreement, the issue will be
submitted to the proper OPM author
ities.
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LABOR...
Silk labor committee makes recommendations Paper industry future bright,

as 25,000 are reported displaced from jobs

labor conunittees told
OPM Associate Director General Sid

OPM Associate Director Gericral Hillman announced September 6 that the
OPM silk labor committee had unani
mously adopted six recommendations de

stoppage of silk imports and the difficulty
of obtaining substitute yarns has al
ready reached 25,000 workers, 14 percent
of the industry's total labor force, the
committee was told by the Bureau of

signed to alleviate the effects of priority
unemployment among the silk industry's

Labor Statistics.

175,000 employees.

Recommendations

Labor leaders attending the meeting
declared that the committee's proposals,
together with application of the "Buffalo
Plan" as developed by the OPM Labor
Division, will greatly cushion the effects
of priority unemployment and shorten

the period of joblessness. A program of
training, retraining, and placement of
displaced workers has been successfully
applied to several other industries by the
OPM Labor Division, and the silk leaders
believe that similar efforts may be equally
effective In the silk industry.

lina area.

The Labor Division has al

ready set tentative dates for the holding
of conferences which will study the ap
plication of the "Buffalo Plan" to these
areas, the union leaders were informed.

Temporary unemployment caused by

ing and publishing industries received re
ports that employment in all sections of
the industry has greatly increased dur
ing the past year, and is expected to

advance even further during 1942.
Neither labor dislocation nor lack of

That the Government should allocate

stacle to expanded production of paper

committee's

were:

all synthetic yarns set aside by priority
orders to former silk processors if a free
and fair flow of rayon does not develop.
That the 1 Va percent of rayon now held
by the Government should be distributed
immediately to former silk processors
now in distress.

materials will constitute a serious ob

and pulp products anticipated for the
future, the meeting was told. Priorities
will not have an adverse effect on the

industry. On the contrary, it was said,
priorities may stimulate the appearance
of many more products in paper and
cardboard containers after the national

That OPM-sponsored conferences for
the training, retraining, and placement

emergency has passed.

of displaced textile workers should be

165,000 employed

held immediately in Paterson, WilkesBarre, Scranton, Reading, Charlotte,
That these coi:ferences should be a

The union representatives expressed
gratification on learning that Labor
Division officials have already made in
vestigations of the priority unemploy
ment situation in Paterson, the Scranton
WUkes-Barre area, and the North Caro

a joint meeting of three labor advisory
committees for the paper and pulp, print

recommendations

The

and Burlington.

25,000 uoemployed

ney Hillman announced September 4 that

part of a national program in placing
workers displaced as the result of pri
orities and shortages.

That Lessing Rosenwald, chief of the
OPM's silk commodity section, call a
meeting of the rayon industry committee
at the earliest possible moment.
That Mr. Rosenwald request every
rayon producer to send a monthly report
to his office on the distribution of rayon
and acetate by weight and denier to each
former silk processor.

Added to the picture of the industry's
favorable future was an agreement
among the trade xmion representatives
that labor-management harmony and
cooperation are at a high level and that
no disputes are foreseen in any section
of the industry.
The meeting was told that an estimated

165,000 workers are currently employed
In the pulp and primary paper mills, com
pared to 130,000 last year. Both pay rolls
and employment figures have risen in
recent months.

The meeting adopted unanimously a
re
placement parts, equipment and mate
rials be given priority rating to insure
their prompt availability for the operat
ing needs of the industry; and (2) in
resolution recommending that (1)

Labor-industry conferees plan

Labor, management, and Government
officials conferred together from 9:30

orderly transfer of auto workers
workers into defense industries were for

a. m. through 7 p. m. on the problems of
displacement which are expected to result
from the cut in passenger-car production
and the increased production of defense

mulated in Detroit September 4 at a Joint

to provide a co-ordinated program for
servicing the requirements of each in

items.

dustry.

Plans for orderly transfer of automobile

conference of labor and Industry leaders,
called by Associate Director General Hillman, OPM. The meeting recessed until

September 10 after drafting tentative
suggestions for consideration.

Arthur S. Plemming, chief of the Labor
Supply Branch of OPM's Labor Division,
presided over the meeting, which was held
at

the

Detroit-Leland

Hotel.

He

re

ported that the conferences were har
monious and progress was made.

Tlie United Automobile Workers. CIO,
through its international union head
quarters in Detroit, has been cooperating

with the Labor Division In planning for
registration, reemployment, and retrain
ing, If necessary, of the many automobile
workers who are expected to be shifted
from the passenger-car production to de
fense jobs.

A national union committee

and local committees are being set up.

dustry-wide surveys be made at once of
the material, equipment and mainte
nance needs of each industry in order

*

★

★

MATS OF CHARTS
One-column mats of the pictorial sta

tistics appearing each week on the cover
of Defense are available to newspapers
and other publications on request to the
Distribution Section, Information Divi

sion, Office for Emergency Management,
Washington, D. C.
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HOUSING ...
Way cleared to extend credit for repair
and remodeling of homes in defense areas
Copies of forms and procedures which
will clear the way for the extension of
credit for the repair and remodeling of

Material and Equipment Entering into
Defense Housing Remodeling and Re
habilitation."

This form should be com

homes in defense areas were distributed

pleted and submitted along with the ap

September 5 to all Federal Reserve Banks
and Branches by the Division of Defense

plication for designation unless the ap
plicant is certain no priorities aid is
necessary, in which case the application
or designation should so indicate.

Housing Coordination.

The forms and procedures will imple
ment exceptions to Federal Reserve con
sumer credit regulations as contained In
Section 6 (e) (2). This provides that the
limitations on installment credit, even

when not excepted under other provi
sions, shall not apply when the proceeds
are to be used to finance the remodeling

or rehabilitation of any dwelling which
the Defense Housing Coordinator shall

designate as being for "defense housing"

It was pointed out that in many locali
ties local housing committees or Homes

Registration Offices working in coopera
tion with the Division of Defense Hous

ing Coordination and other governmental
housing agencies are encouraging re
modeling and rehabilitation campaigns
for defense housing purposes. Approval
by the coordinator of any application
will be expedited if application forms are

accompanied by evidence that the pro

posed work is approved by the local
group.

1,549 defense homes completed^
2,250 put under contract in week
More than 1,500 homes for defense
workers and enlisted personnel were
completed. 2,250 placed under construc

Authority awarded the contracts.
Among other awards were 400 homes for
civilian workers at Bridgeport, Conn., to

as defined by the Coordinator.

tion contract, and 5.016 started under

be built by the Federal Works Agency,

Must conform to requiremeatt

FHA inspection by private industry the
week ending August 30, Charles F. Pal

In announcing the procedures making

this section operative. Charles P. Palmer,
Coordinator of Defense Housing, pointed
out that no application for an exception
under the credit regulations would be
granted unless It involved the remodeling

or rehabilitation of a dwelling—
(a)

located In an area where an acute

bousing shortage exists or Impends by reason
of national defense activity;
(b) suitable in location, rent, or price, for
persons engeged in national defense activi
ties in the area;

mer, Coordinator of Defense Housing,

and 250 homes in the Washington, D. C.,
area, for civilian workers, to be con
structed by the United States Housing

annoimced.

Authority.

Among the 1,549 homes completed
with public funds, 216 are located at San
Diego, Calif., 100 at Ellwood City, Pa.,

500 dormitory units were placed under

and 140 at Langley Field, Va. These
homes were built by the Public Build
ings Administration for civilian and en

listed personnel. The United States
Housing Authority reported 200 homes
for enlisted personnel completed at

Under the temporary shelter program,
construction contract in Ravenna-War

ren. Ohio, for civilian workers. Also
placed under contract were 200 trailers

for civilian workers employed at the navy
yard in Vallejo, Calif. The Farm Se
curity Administration awarded the con
tracts.

As of August 30, over 111.500 homes

Miami, Fla.

(c) reasonable preference in occupancy in

The Philadelphia area received the

which will be given to defense worKers; and

largest number of construction contracts
for the week with 1,400 homes for civilian

listed personnel.

workers.

tract and 32,432 completed.

(d) the number of habitable dwellln,g imlts
In which will be increased thereby.

Application for as exception

The

United States Housing

had been allocated for civilian and en

STATUS OF PUBLIC DEFENSE HOUSING CONSTRUaiON, AUGUST 30. 1941

Any person proposing remodeling or
rehabilitation conforming to the above
requirements, Mr. Palmer said, could. If

Funds allocated

unable to undertake such work without

an exception, make application to the

coordinator by completing a form en
titled "Application for Designation of
Remodeling or Rehabilitation as Defense

Number of Stales end Territories
Nnmber of loealitkis
-

Housing for Exception under Regulation
W." This form is now available at any

Number of projects

Federal Reserve Bank or branch.

Determination of priorities aid
In order that the coordinator may de
termine whether or not the applicant for
credit will require priorities aid to secure
materials with the proceeds of his loan,
there has also been provided a separate
form entitled "Information Regarding

Of this number 83,535

have been put under construction con

...........

..................

Number of family dwelling units (regular)

Civilian industrial workers in private defense Indus
try

Civilian industrial workers in QoveruneDt plactB....
Otber civilians, employed by tbe Army and Navy
Married enlisted personnel
Number of family dwelling units (trailers)

Civilian industrial workers la private defense indtutry-

Civiilan industrial workers is Oovemment plants....

Nmnber of units for single persons

Contracts

CompleU

ftwardcd

August

August

August

Aagost

Almost

30

23

30

30

23

4t
179
428

49
176

428

47
160
299

158
3S2

3C
92
135

120

111. MS

111,545

83, 63E

81,285

32,432

30,883

60,615

60, 816

33,323

8,600

16.201

19,201

16, 047

JO, 642
30,787

10,R42

30,787

25,301

16.018

4,2U

4,164

8, 804
2S, 301
3,834

31,523
16, 697
8, 804
3,634

1,676

7,782
4,164
3,660
15,247
1,675

S, 634

8,634

3,434

620

6,601

620

6, Ml

47

3,234

400

400

7,G24

7,121

4,194
3,660

1.87S

"i'wi'

3A

SO

],675

"4.231

NEW HOMES STARTED UNDER FHA INSPECTION
January 1.1&41,through August 30,1941

Weekended August 30,1941

340

6,018
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HEALTH AND WELFARE ...
President creates Defense Health, Welfare

Lonely outpost duty spurs

Office under McNutt as director

ingenuity in recreation

President Roosevelt on September 3

created within the Office for Emergency
Management the Office of Defense Health

and Welfare Services, and specified that
the Federal Security Administrator (Paul
V.

McNutt,

who

was

coordinator

of

Health, Welfare, Nutrition, Recreation,

the President may from time to time assign
or delegate to It.
4. The Director may provide for the in

ternal organization and management of the
Office of Defense Health and Welfare Serv

ices. He shall obtain the President's ap
proval for the establishment of the principal
subdivisions of the OCSce and the appoint
ment of the heads thereof.

found.

To cooperate with OCO and others

and Belated Defense Activities) serve as
director. The Executive order follows:
By virtue of the authority zested In me
by the Constitution and statutes of the

5. In tbe study of problems and In the dis

organized an American Club and the

It shall be the policy of the Office of De

largest boa reported was 14 feet long.

fense Health and Welfare Services to col

laborate with and to utilize. In so far as
practicable, the faclHties and services of es-

the functions

Istlng departments and agencies which per

Emergency Management of tbe Executive
OfSce of the President with respect to the
national emergency as declared by the Presi
dent on May 27, 1941, for the purpose of
assuring adequate health and welfare serv

form related functions. Furthermore, it shall
be the policy of the Office of Defense Health

ices to meet needs of the national defense

and in this connection to cooperate and work

program. It Is hereby ordered:
1. The term "health and welfare services"

as used in this Order means all health, wel

and Welfare Services in carrying out its func

tions and duties to work with and through
the State

and

local defense

councils and

other appropriate State and local agencies,
in conjunction with the Office of Civilian De

fense in its relationships with State and local

2. There Is established within the Office for

Emergency Management of the Executive Of

purest deposits of solid asphalt in the
world.

The Bermuda Government has bought
the Hotel Hamilton and turned it into a
recreation center for service men. A
volunteer citizens' committee runs it.

Beer is served but the free cocktail parties

AdWsory committee on defense aspects

for arriving guests are no more.
the $25 a day rates.

6. There shall be in the Office of Defense
Health and Welfare Services a Health and

At the Army camp near tJnalaska two
skeletons are found in the barracks.
They were dug by soldiers from a nearby

cation under tbe Jurisdiction of the Federal
Security Agency.

In Trinidad, homesick New Yorkers em

ployed on naval base construction go
walking on Asphalt 'Lake, one of the

groups.

fare. medical, nutrition, recreation, and re

lated services Including those aspects of edu

Boa-constrictor hunting is popular in
British Guiana. Construction crews have

charge of its functions and responsibilities

United States, and in order to define further
and duties of tbe Office for

Some of America's outposts are defi
cient in community recreation facilities.
But records in the files of Federal Se
curity Administrator Paul V. McNutt, who
Is Director of Defense Health and Wel
fare Services, indicate that, with ingenu
ity and imagination, solutions can be

Medical Committee to consist of a Chairman

So are

which the Federal Security Administrator

to be appointed by the President, the Surgean General of the Army, the Surgeon Gen
eral of the Navy, the Surgeon General of

shall serve as Director.

the United States Public Health Service, the

is reported to have two sets of teeth; its

Chairman of the Committee on Medical Re
search of the Office of Scientific Research

owner says they were for double talk.

fice of the President tbe Office of Defense
BLeaith and Welfare Services, at the head of
Tbe Director shall dis

charge and perfom his responsibilities and
duties under the direction and supervision
of the President.

The Director shall receive

no salary or other remuneration as such, but
shall

be entitled to actual and necessary

transportation, subsistence, and other ex

penses Incidental to tbe perlormance of his
dutiss-

President may from time to time determine.

3. Subject to such policies, regulations, and
directions as the President may from time to

time prescribe, the Office shall;
a. Serve as the center for the coordination

of health and welfare services made available

by the departments and agencies of the Fed
eral Government, and other agencies public
and private, to meet the needs of State
and local communities arising from the de
fense program: and take necessary steps to
secure the cooperation of the appropriate
departments and agencies relative

thereto.

b. Make available to States and localities,

upon request, the services of speclaJists in
health and welfare activities to assist in the

planning and execution of such local and
State programs.

defense

exclusive

of

medical

c. Study, pSan. and encsurage measures
designed to assuie tbe provision of adequate
defense

health and welfare services to the

citizens of the Nation during the period of
the emergency, and coordinate studies and
surveys made by Federal departments and
agencies with respect to these fields.
d. Keep the President Informed with re
spect to progress made In carrying out this

Order; and perform such related duties aa

★

fense.

★

★

re

search and assist in the coordination of health
The members of the Committee shall

serve as such without compensation but shall

be entitled to actual and necessary trans

portation. subsistence and other expenses in
cidental to the performance of their duties.

7. The DirecLor is authorized to appoint
such advisory committees and subcommit

tees, with respect to particular aspects of
health, welfare, nutrition, recreation, and re

lated activities as he may find necessary or
desirable to assist him in the performance

of his duties. Such advisory committees may
Include representatives from Federal depart

ments and agencies. State and local govern
ments, private organizations and the public
at large. The members of advisory commit
tees shall serve as such without compensa

Bushnell to direct

Inter-American sports
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, announced Au
gust 31 the appointment of Asa S. Bush
nell as director of the Sports Section of
the Coordinator's Office.
Mr. Bushnell will direct the inter

change of athletic teams and exhibition
players among the American nations and
cooperate with sports leaders of this

country and the other Americas in plans

tion, but shall be entitled to actual and nec
essary transportation, subsistence, and other

for the Pan American games in Buenos

expenses incidental to the performance of

Aires in 1942.

their duties.

8. Within the limits of such funds as may

Provisions for the emergency

At Anchorage, troops pan gold from

garding the health and medical aspects of
national

One

the sands.

The Committee shall advise the Director re

and medical activities affecting national de

Serves as coordicating center

Federal

and Development, and such others as the

prehistoric archeologlcal stratum.

be appropriated or aliocated to the Office

of Defense Health and Welfare Services by
the President, the Director may employ nec
essary personnel and make provision for the
necessary supplies, facilities and services
tlorough the Federal Security Agency. The
Office

of Defense Health and Welfare Serv

ices may use such statistical, informational,
fiscal, personnel, and other general business
services and facilities as may be made avail

able through tbe Offlce lor Emergency Man
agement.

Before joining the Coordinator's staff.
Mr. Bushnell was executive director of
the

Central OfBce for

Eastern Inter

collegiate Athletics.
Mr. Bushnell was assistant treasurer

of the American Olympic Committee in
1936 and is now a member of the execu

tive committee of the U. S. Sports Fed
eration, successor to the American

Olympic Association,

★
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AGRICULTURE...
National farm production goals established
to assure those crops vital to defense
A farm production campaign for 1942

providing for a complete mobilization
of American agriculture to adjust produc
tion to domestic needs for national de
fense, and to the needs of nations

resisting aggression, was announced this
week by Secretary of Agriculture Claude

stock products and It will not be neces
sary materially to Increase total crop
acreage next year.

FARM GOALS, 1942

ment of Agriculture will support prices
for these commodities until December 31,

{Compared with estimated 19^1
production)

4.000,000,000.

1942, at not less than 85 percent of parity.
Increases in the production of other
crops in 1942 are also desirable as indi
cated by the goals. Other proclamations
may be issued from time to time if it is

76,300,000.

found

28,000,000.

needed to obtain adequate or desired sup

680,000,000

750, OOO, 000.

32.400,000

22,900.00a

in excess of what farmers might other
wise be expected to produce.

Cites Act of Congress

R. Wickard.

"For the first time in the history of

agriculture in this country," said Secre
tary Wickard, "production goals for all
essential farm commodities have been

established.

They have been established

on the basis of a thorough canvass of

the needs for improved nutrition in this
country and the needs of the nations that
Gtill

stand between this country and

Eggs
doi.. S. 876,000,000
Hogs, number
71,000,000
slaughtered.
Beef Bcd veal,
25,100.000
soinber slaagb-

production
125.000,000,000.

slaughtered.
Lamb

aad

mut

slaughtered.

"Every farmer in the United States
will be contacted by local farmer comunder

the

supervision

of

USDA Defense Boards and will assist

with individual farm plans to determine

Cmu

acres..

87,363,000

87U to 90 mU-

Cats

do....

SB.197.000

About

encowagement

is

Barley

do

l i 813,000

14(i

lions.

40,000,-

oiia

to

14H

millions.

Grain sorghums,

0,285,000

9M to m

mU-

llons.

acres.

All hay

acres..

73,933,000

tribute to agriculture's task in national

Cotton

do

S3,519,000

74 to 75 mil
lions.
22 to 24 mil

defense.

Wheat

do....

63,503,000

so to SS mil

the extent to which each farm can con

lions.
lions.

To check over-stocked products
"The adjustment machinej-y of the
National Farm Program will be applied

to the whole range of agricultural com
modities to assure plenty of the commod
ities for which there is increased need

while continuing to hold in check the
production of commodities of which we
already have large reserves.

"We are not going to repeat the mis
takes of the first World War which
brought a long series of difBculties for

Tobecco:

Flue-cnre d,
acres..

Other domestic,

national defense and our future national

welfare that we bold production of some
commodities in check as that we increase
supplies of others.

"The goals for 1942 call for the largest
production in the history of American
agriculture but we are not going to have
to plow up the hills and the plains to get
It. We have adequate reserves of feed
grains for Increased production of live

1,600,000

acres.

(or

oil.'

(.550,000

7,000,000.

Flaisced

acres..

8,228,000

Same as 1641.

do....

385,000

Sugar:
Cane

Beet-.....do.-..

Rye

(harvested),

No acreage
limit

800,000

ex

pected.

"This public announcement is issued
under the recent Congressional authori

zation contained in the Steagall amend
ment to the act of July 1,1941, extending
the life of the Commodity Credit Corpo
ration.

Under the terms of that act,

whenever the Secretary of Agriculture
finds it necessary during the existing
emergency to encourage the expansion of
production of any nonbasic agricultural
commodity, the Department is required,
within the limit of the funds available, to
support a price for the producers at not
less than 85 percent of parity."

In general, the production goals reflect
suggested or expected production sub
stantially larger than in recent years for

8,436,000

Saine as 1641.

1,186,000
2,220,000
2,988,000
843,000

1,200,000.

ADout3,0a0,000.

stock numbers, expanded production of

About 850,000.

oil-producing crops, and a continuation
of atwut the current level of production

Fresh use.acres..
Processed .do

843.000
1,487,000

1.935,000.
1,600,000.

Farm

4,431,000

About5,700/XI0.

acres.

Rice

do

Dry beans..-do....
Potatoes

do

Same as 1941.

acres-

tables:

gardens,

livestock products with adequate supplies
of feed grains to supply Increased live

or less of cotton, wheat, and tobacco.

nmnbu.

115 percent of '24-'29 average wanted

ElBce fruit

some commodities does not mean that

the lid is off on production of all com
modities. It is just as important to

nuts.<

1,906,000

Soybeans (or
beans, acres.

CommercisI vege

ing for greatly increased production of

About 356,000.
About 247,000.

1.600,000 for
PesButs threshed,

can produce what we need and avoid

The fact that we are ask

About 762,OOa

acres.

Sweet potatoes,

the bad after effects of an over-expanded

747.700
363,900
2«t.900

acres.

Burley

farm people. Through the machinery
of the National Farm Program, farmers

farm plant.

special

plies, or supplies which are considerably

tered.

Chickens, somber

that

ton, camber

Hitler.

mitteemen

1641

lbs.. 116,809.000, 000

Milk

1S42goal
or expected

Estimftted,

ConuDodlty

"Farm production in general is in good
balance but greatly Increased supplies of
some commodities will be needed. In this
emergency I have found it necessary to
encourage the expansion of the produc
tion of hogs, eggs, evaporated milk, diy
skim milk, cheese, and chickens, and ac
cordingly I have today made a formal
public announcement that the Depart

production
Citrus Inilt.-tons..

cannot be

6,300,000

guicikly in

Deciduous:

Fresh

use,

creased em-

Ebasis
wiU
e on better

•9,000,000

tons.

Canned-..eoses—
Dried
tons..

33,000,000
600,000

distribution

and
.

Lumber

bd. ft.. 31,800,000,000

Pulp wood.cords..
15,000,000
All other wood, fi,850,000,000

pre-

rention
vraste.

of

32,000,000,000.
15,600,000.
6.100,000,000.

cubic ft.

Kaval stores, tur

285,000

400,000.

Goals for 1942 provide for a total farm
production 15 percent higher than the
1924-29 average. Using 100 as the index
of farm production for the 1924-29 period,
the average for the 1936-40 period was

105. For 1941 it is estimated to be 113,
and for 1942, it is expected to be 115. If
1942 production goals are reached it will

be the third successive year of record

pentine, barrels.

production.

I In addition to peanut acrea^ allotments.

year would be only about 2 percent
greater than this year, much larger In

>Total fresh production (or all uses, except that
noncommercial apples are not included.

While total production next

creases occur in the vitamin and mineral-

★
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rich livestock products for which demand

is increasing in this country and which
are among the foods most needed by
the British.

Britain needs food for 10 million
The British Government expects to
need from this country about a fourth of
its supply of animal protein foods or the
equivalent of enough to feed 10 million
people. Total British needs for United
States farm products are expected to
amount to about 6 to 8 percent of total
farm production.

Total exports, Includ

ing Lend-Lease shipments, may amount
to as much as 8 to 10 percent of total

production.
For the fiscal year 1942-43, it is ex

DEFENSE
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Defense activities of OCD and Red Cross

clarified by officials in joint statement
F. H. LaGuardia. director of the Office
of Civilian Defense, and Norman H.

In rescue work and emergency medical
service caused by belligerent action by

Davis, chairman of the American Na

which the Office of Civilian Defense as
sumes leadership and responsibility, the

tional Red Cross, issued the following

joint statement September 4 to clarify

Red Cross will make its services avail

the responsibilities of the two agencies
in civilian defense activities:

able as needed.
paredness
and

(See "Disaster Pre
Relief—manual
for

Office of Civilian Defeose

chapters."

209,

American Red Cross.)

1. The 0£Bce of Civilian Defense is

the official Government agency "to as

★

*

Rogers to head OADR Division

participation in the defense program,
and to sustain national morale."

"Local Organization
tion" Issued by the
vilian Defense, July
2. The American

(See

for Civilian Protec
U. S. Office of Ci
17, 1941.)
National Red Cross

ment Service, U. S. Employment Service,

Is the responsible agency for relief of
suffering caused by disaster both in
peacetime and in the national defense
emergency, by providing food, clothing,
shelter, medical and nursing care and
other basic necessities. Therefore, the

Washington, D. C.. as chief of the Labor

Red Cross Disaster Relief Service, na

of Labor and Rural Iitdius&ries
Appointment of William J. Rogers, of
Texas, former chief of the Farm Place

and Rural Industries Division of the Of

tionally and in local chapters, will serve

fice of Agricultural Defense Relations.

In emergency care and rehabilitation of
individuals and families suffering from

Department of Agriculture, has been an
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Rogers
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Raymond
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Smith, who has been serving on detail as

3. The Red Cross "acts as a medium

ice and ex-service men and their families
should be referred to the Red Cross

periods, to facilitate constructive civilian
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coordination of Federal

sure effective

1940-41.
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by

relations with State and local govern
ments engaged in defense activities, to
provide for necessary cooperation with

State and local government in respect
to measures for adequate protection of
the civilian population in emergency

For the fiscal year 1940-41 ex

Issued

of communication between the people of
the United States of America and their

pected that exports may require the
product of 25 to 27.5 million acres of
cropland, which is about the same as the
average for the period 1936-37 through
ports required only about half as much
acreage as is expected for the fiscal year
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disaster caused by belligerent action
during the national defense emergency

Army and Navy."

Cases of active serv

which is responsible for providing or
securing the service and assistance
needed. In carrying out these services
the Red Cross makes maximum use of
other community resources.
4. Training of Office of Civilian De

fense workers in first-aid and nurse's
aide service is provided by the Red

Cross through its programs of training In
first-aid and nurse's aide courses.

The

recognized service of the Red Cross in

training industrial workers and others

in first-aid is drawn upon.

5. The Red Cross, through its chair
man as a member of the Civilian Pro

tection Board, has made available all of

its services as needed by the Office of
Civilian Defense, both national and
local.

6. Councils of Defense and Bed Cross
Chapters in their civilian defense activ

ities should develop their local plans of

in cooperation with governmental
agencies—national. State, and local.

cooperation in accord with this joint
statement of responsibility.

Crane and Hoan to attend

DC6 establishes committee

Inter-American Congress

for liaison on priorities

Jacob Crane. Assistant Coordinator of
Defense Hotising, left September 2 to

For the purpose of cooperating with
and assisting the Office of Production
Management, the Defense communica
tions Board has established a priorities

chief of OADR's Labor and Rural Indus
tries Division.

Mr. Smith will return to

his work as chief program analyst of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
*
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August !ake ore movement
sets all-time monthly record
Iron ore movement on the Great Lakes

during August reached 11,429,570 long
tons, exceeding by 39,000 tons the July

record and establishing an all-time
monthly mark, according to OEM Trans
portation Commissioner Ralph Budd.

Total movement of iron ore to Septem
ber has been 51,418.000 long tons, an in
crease of 13,182,000 long tons, or 34.7 per

attend the Second Inter-American Con

gress of Municipalities in Santiago,
Chile, to be held September 15-21. He
is attending tlie conference as a delegate
of the American Committee for the In

ternational Union of Local Authorities.
The Congress is a part of the program
to stimulate commercial and cultural re

lations between the American republics,

and deals with problems of municipali
ties and measures used in solving such
problems.

Mr. Crane goes as a part of a large

cent, over the movement during the

United States delegation which also in
cludes Daniel W, Hoan of the Office of

corresponding period ol 1940.

Civilian Defense.

liaison committee.

This group will study

and report on material and equipment
requirements for all types of wire and
radio communications, with recommen

dations as to respective priorities.

Such

need is great for new and supplementary
facilities made necessary by national de
fense expansion. The new committee will
comprise a member each from other DCB
committees as follows: telephone, tele»

graph, cable, radio-communications, do
mestic broadcasting. International broad
casting, aviation communications, ama

teur radio, state and municipal facilities.
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CARLOADINGS REACH
NEW 1941 PEAK
Revenue freight carloadings during the
week ended August 30 totaled 912,720
cars, an increase of 18.7 percent over
the 768,775 cars loaded during the cor

responding week in 1940. The figure is
also an Increase of 12.970 cars over the
previous week in 1941 and an increase
of 4.056 cars over the previous peak week
in 1941—the week ended June 28 when

a total of 908.664 cars was loaded.
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DON'T LET HIM DOWN . . . The pos
ter at the right, showing a machine gun
ner in the cockpit of a bomber, is the

fourth in the Office for Emergency Man
agement's series for defense plants. The
artist was Lester Beall. nationally known
commercial designer. Two-column mats
of the poster are available to newspapers
and other interested publications on re
quest to the Distribution Section. Divi

sion of Information, OEM. Washington,
D. C.
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